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Effect of a velocity gradient on the shear viscosity of a
solution in the critical region

L. V. Va nshte n, S. V. Krivokhizha,a) and L. L. Cha kov
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 27 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 3–7~10 July 1997!

An experimental study is made of the effect of a gradient of the fluid
velocity on the value of the shear viscosity in a critical guaiacol–
glycerin solution with a stratification region as the lower critical tem-
perature for stratification is approached. It is shown that the interaction
of concentration fluctuations with a gradient of the fluid velocity effec-
tively decreases the measured value of the viscosity and that a theoreti-
cal description of the experimental results can be given by taking into
account the breakdown of the Newtonian behavior of the viscosity near
the critical temperature for stratification. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00113-3#

PACS numbers: 66.20.1d, 47.55.Hd

1. The shear viscosity of a Newtonian fluid depends on the nature of the mat
the temperature, and the pressure. In cases when the viscosity becomes nonlin
non-Newtonian it also depends on the external force or velocity gradient. Exampl
such non-Newtonian fluids are suspensions, polymer solutions, and some other flu

More than 35 years ago, Fixmanet al.1,2 predicted theoretically that near the critic
point for stratification a solution ceases to be a Newtonian fluid and its viscosity bec
a function of the velocity gradient¹V and the correlation lengthr c of the concentration
fluctuations. Later, Oxtoby3 developed a theory which permits quantitative analysis
such a nonlinearity of the viscosity by taking into account the interaction of the con
tration or density fluctuations and the velocity gradient in a fluid flow.

Our objective in the present work is to establish experimentally a quantitative
tion between the shear viscosity near the critical temperature for stratification an
velocity gradient of a flowing fluid, to compare the results with the theory of Ref. 3,
to describe the temperature dependence of the viscosity by means of the theory of
phenomena.4,5

2. The dependence of the measured value of the viscosity on the correlation l
r c of concentration fluctuations and the fluid velocity gradient¹V is calculated in the
theory presented in Ref. 3. It is approximated well by the expression

h~l!5h~0!@120.0175 ln~l10.435!20.0146!], ~1!

wherel is a dimensionless parameter given by

l5hr c
3¹Veff /kT. ~2!
1 10021-3640/97/010001-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Hereh is the viscosity,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature, and¹Veff is the
effective value of the fluid velocity gradient in a viscosimeter, calculated as an ave
over the flow.

The temperature dependence of the unperturbed viscosityh(l50) near the strati-
fication critical point is described by the expression5

hc /hB5XhH~r cqD ,r cqc!, ~3!

wherehc andhB are, respectively, the critical and background parts of the viscosityXh

is the critical exponent of the viscosity;qD and qc are constants with dimensions o
cm21; and, the functionH(r cqD ,r cqc) has a complicated form and is present
in Ref. 5.

In the present work we investigated the viscosity of a solution with a region
stratification, viz., a guaiacol–glycerin solution containing an admixture of CCl4 as a
third component.6 Such solutions with a stratification region possess simulataneo
both upper (TCU) and lower (TCL) critical temperatures for stratification.7–9 The size of
the stratification region can depend on the concentration of the third component, an
region can be made to contract into a point by changing the concentration of the
component. Then the upper and lower critical points will merge into a single p
forming a double critical point. In such solutions with sufficiently small stratificat
regions both the upper and lower critical points influence the susceptibility andr c ,
‘‘loosening up’’ the solution and causing the concentration fluctuations to grow stro
near the critical temperature for stratification. The temperature dependencer c(T) in such
solutions assumes the form8–10

r c5r 0@~TCU2T!~TCL2T!/TCUTCL#2n, ~4!

where generallyn50.63 andr 0 '2 Å. It can be expected that in these solutions
theoretically predicted3 decrease in the viscosity, as measured with a viscosimeter, d
the interaction of concentration fluctuations with the fluid velocity gradient should
especially strongly manifested because of the rapid increase inr c as the critical tempera
ture for stratification is approached.

3. In our experiment we investigated a guaiacol–glycerin solution with a guai
concentration of 48.15 wt. %. The admixutre of the third component CCl4 amounted to
1.5 wt. % in the guaiacol. The stratification region of the solution wasTCU2TCL

53.38 °C.

The viscosity was measured with a V-3 Hoeppler viscosimeter, in which a smal
rolls under the influence of gravity along a calibrated inclined tube filled with the exp
mental fluid. In this case, averaging¹V over the flow in the gap between the tube and
ball gives11

¹Veff5J0

VbRt

DR2

63

80S 122.19
DR

Rt
24.33

DR2

Rt
2

1 . . . D . ~5!

HereRt is the radius of the tube,DR is the difference of the radii of the tube and the ba
andVb is the velocity of the ball. A coefficientJ0;1 has been introduced to allow for th
fact that the transverse motion of the fluid around the ball was neglected. This coeffi
2 2JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Va nshte n et al.
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was determined experimentally. The measurements were performed in a viscos
with a tube diameter of 1.5933 cm and two different balls: 1 — diameter 1.5557 cm and
density 8.144 g/cm and 2 — diameter 1.5634 cm and density 2.225 g/cm. The first
was used in the temperature range from 24.64 °C up to 62.22 °C and the second b
used in the temperature range from 55.16 °C up to 92.47 °C. Both balls were used
interval from 55 °C up to 62.22 °C near the lower critical pointTCL562.74 °C. Ball
parameters suitable for investigating the viscosity near the upper critical point coul
be found. The temperature of the viscosimeter was regulated to within 0.02 °C by a
thermostat. The sample temperature was measured to within 0.015 °C with a Chro
Alumel thermocouple.

4. Figure 1 displays the results of measurements of the viscosity near the
critical point TCL of the solution, performed with the two balls indicated above. It
evident from Fig. 1 that the viscosity measured with the first ball (¹Veff>425 s21) is
lower than the viscosity measured with the second ball (¹Veff>55 s21). This means that
as the critical temperature is approached and the correlation lengthr c increases, the effec
of the velocity gradient on the viscosity measured with a viscosimeter increases.

5. To make a quantitative comparison of the experimental results with the theor
predictions3,5 we approximated our experimental data by Eq.~3! together with relations
~1! and ~2!. The values ofhB obtained with Taman’s equation

hB5A exp@B/~T2Tk!#, ~6!

FIG. 1. Viscosity versus temperature near the upper~UCPS! and lower~LCPS! critical points for stratification
of the solution.s — measurements performed with ball 1,h — measurements performed with ball 2; a —
viscosity withl50, b — background viscosity.
3 3JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Va nshte n et al.
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whereA, B, andTk are constants, were used for the approximation. The constantsA, B,
andTk in the zeroth approximationhB

0 were determined in advance by the least-squa
method using measurements of the viscosity of the solution far from the critical po
The zeroth approximation of the critical parthc

0 of the viscosity was determined b
approximating the experimental data with Eqs.~1!–~5! and then the results of viscosit
measurements made outside the critical region, afterhc

0 was subtracted off, were used t
make a final least-squares determination of the constants in Eq.~6!. The calculations gave
the following values of the constants:A50.0408,B5809.61, andTk569.667 °C. The
residual rms error in the approximation ofhB was equal to 0.34%, which corresponds
the accuracy of the experiment.

The results of the viscosity measurements were finally approximated by Eq~3!,
using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~5! and the least-squares method. The fit gave the va
J0r c

353.696 Å3, qDr 050.0681,qcr c50.0701, andXh50.0808. Takingr 052 Å we
obtainJ050.0462,qD

21529.39 Å, andqc
21528.53 Å.

Figure 2 displays experimental data for which the interaction of the fluid velo
gradient and the concentration fluctuations~1! and~2! is taken into account and the curv
obtained by fitting expression~3!. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the experimental data o
tained directly from the measurements without using Eqs.~1! and~2!. It is evident from

FIG. 2. hc /hB versuse5@(TCL2T)(TCU2T)#/(TCU2TCL). s — measurements performed with ball 1,h —
measurements performed with ball 2; measurements taking account of the interaction of¹V andr c : 1 — ball
1, n — ball 2; solid curve — result of an approximation by Eq.~3!.
4 4JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Va nshte n et al.
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Fig. 2 that the data for which the interaction of the fluctuations and the fluid velo
gradient near the critical point are neglected deviate substantially from the curve~3! and
the asymptotic straight line5

lim
r c→`

hc

hB
5XhF ln~2q0r c!2

4

3G , ~7!

whereq0
215qD

211qc
21 . The deviation increases with¹Veff .

In our experiment, with an error of'0.33%, a 1% deviation of the experiment
data from the curve~3! in Fig. 2 or, which is the same thing, from the straight line~7! first
appears atr c51050 Å for the smaller velocity gradient (¹Veff>55 s21) and atr c5530
Å in the case of the larger velocity gradient (¹Veff>425 s21), reaching 3% and 7% for
the smaller and larger gradient, respectively. In the experimental temperature interv
the maximum value of the ratiohc /hB520% the effect~1! and ~2! described above
equals 30% of the total value of the critical viscosity.

In summary, if a viscosimeter in which a fluid velocity gradient¹Veff'10–1000
s21 arises is used in the experiment, then the results of the viscosity measuremen
the critical point cannot be described by the curve~3! or the asymptotic straight line~7!
without taking account of the breakdown of the Newtonian behavior of the viscosit

In some experimental works12–14 systematic deviations in the behavior of the v
cosity close to the critical point were described. In all of these works¹Veff was equal to
100–1000 s21. Oxtoby showed that all systematic deviations from Eq.~7! which were
mentioned in Refs. 12–14 can be described by Eqs.~1! and ~2!. Taking account of this
effect could eliminate the scatter in the values of the critical exponentXh of the viscosity,
which range from 0.051 to 0.070 in the works of different authors.

We thank I. L. Fabelinski� for helpful remarks in a discussion of this work.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 96-02-16199!.
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Brane–black hole correspondence and the asymptotic
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The asymptotic properties of the density of quantum states for a fun-
damental~super!membrane are discussed in the semiclassical approach.
Matching of the BPS part of the spectrum for a superstring and a
supermembrane makes it possible to get stringy results via membrane
calculations and vice versa. The brane–black hole correspondence~on
the level of black hole states and brane microstates! is also studied.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00313-2#

PACS numbers: 04.70.Dy, 11.25.Mz

1. It has been realized recently that there are very deep connections betwe
fundamental~super!membrane and~super!string theories. In particular, it has been show
that the BPS spectrum of states for a type IIB string on a circle is in correspondence
the BPS spectrum of a fundamental compactified supermembrane.1,2 Remarkable
progress has been made towards establishing the string–black hole corresponde
evant for the extreme black hole.3 The entropy associated with the BPS states is t
identical to the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy defined by the horizon area. The id
string–black hole correspondence has also been formulated as the corresponden
ciple in Ref. 4.

2. The purpose of this work is to examine some of these questions from
fundamental-supermembrane point of view. We start from the semiclassical free e
for fundamental compactified supermembranes~which is known to be divergent! embed-
ded in flatD-dimensional manifolds with topologiesM5S1

^ Td
^ RD2d21 (Td is the

d-dimensional torus!. First of all we recall that for the simplest quantum field model t
free energy has the form5,6

F~b, f !~b!52pd~detA!1/2E
0

`

ds~2s!2~D2d12!/2J~b, f !~s,b!

3QFg

0G~0uV!expS 2
sM2

2p D , ~1!
11 110021-3640/97/010011-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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where

J~b!~s,b!5u3S 0U ib2

2s D21, J~ f !~s,b!512u4S 0U ib2

2s D , ~2!

and u3(nut) and u4(nut)5u3(n1 1
2ut) are the Jacobi theta functions. He

A5diag(R1
22 , . . . ,Rd

22) is a d3d matrix, and the global parametersRj characterizing
the nontrivial topology ofM appear in the theory owing to the fact that the coordina
xj ( j 51, . . . ,d) obey the conditions 0<xj,2pRj . The number of topological configu
rations of quantum fields is equal to the number of elements in the groupH1(M;Z2), the
first cohomology group with coefficients inZ2. The multipletg5(g1 , . . . ,gd) defines the
topological type of the field~i.e., the corresponding twist!, andgj50 or 1/2, depending
on the field type chosen inM. In our caseH1(M;Z2)5Z2

d , and so the number o
topological configurations of real scalars~spinors! is 2d. We follow the notation and
treatment of Ref. 7 and introduce the theta function with characteristicsa, b for a, b
PZd,

QF a

bG~zuV!5 (
nPZd

exp@ ip~n1a!V~n1a!1 i2p~n1a!~z1b!#; ~3!

in this connectionV5( is/2p2)diag(R1
2 , . . . ,Rd

2). The above method of calculating th
free energy can be generalized to include extended objects. We shall assume that
energy is equivalent to a sum of the free energies of quantum fields present in the
of a membrane. The factor exp(2sM2/2p) in Eq. ~1! should be understood a
Tr exp(2sM2/2p), whereM is the mass operator of membrane and the trace is ove
infinite set of Bose–Fermi oscillatorsNn

(b) , Nn
( f ) .

3. For the noncompactified supermembrane the reliability of the semiclassica
proximation is still somewhat in question.8 The discrete part of the supermembra
spectrum propagating in eleven-dimensional Minkowski space–time can be written
form ~see Refs. 8 and 5 for details!

M25(
j 51

8

(
nPZ2/$0%

vn~Nnj
~b!1Nnj

~ f !!, ~4!

where

vn5A~n1p/a!21~n2p/b!2, ~5!

anda5pR1 , b5pR2. Thus as a result we have

Tr (
nPZd/$0%

expS 2
s

2p
M2D5@H1~V!H2~V!#8, ~6!

where

H6~V!5 )
nPZd/$0%

$16exp@2~n,Vn!1/2#%~61!, ~7!

andV5(s2/4) diag(a22,b22).
12 12JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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For generating functionsH6(V),V5z diag(1,. . . ,1),(z5t12px) in the half
planeRz.0 there exists an asymptotic expansion uniformly inx ast→0, provided that
u arg zu< p/4 anduxu< 1

2, which is given by9

H1~V!5exp$@AG~p!z2~11p!z2p2Zp~0!log 21O~ tc1!#%, ~8!

H2~V!5exp$@AG~p!z1~11p!z2p2Zp~0!log z1Zp8~0!1O~ tc2!#%, ~9!

where 0,c1 ,c2,1 and Zp(s)[Zpuh
gu(s) is the p-dimensional Epstein zeta functio

which has a pole with residueA. In the above equationsz2(s)[zR(s) is the Riemann
zeta function:z1(s)5(12212s)z2(s). The total number of quantum states can be
scribed by the quantitiesr 6(N) defined by

K6~ t !5 (
N50

`

r 6~N!tN[H6~V!, ~10!

wheret5exp(2z), t,1, andN is the total quantum number. Employing the asympto
expansion ofK6(t) for t→1, which is equivalent to expansion ofH6(V,0) for smallz,
and using formulas~8! and ~9!, one arrives at the complete asymptotic behavior
r 6(N). Thus forN→` one has6,9

r 6~N!5C6~p!N~2Zp~0!2p22!/~2~11p!!expH 11p

p
@AG~11p!z6

3~11p!#1/~11p!Np/~11p!J @11O~N2k6!#, ~11!

C6~p!5@AG~11p!z6~11p!#~122qZp~0!!/~2p12!
exp~Zp8~0!!

@2p~11p!#1/2
, ~12!

k65
p

11p
minS C6~p!

p
2

d

4
,
1

2
2d D , ~13!

and 0,d, 2
3.

4. Let us consider the membrane excitation states with non-trivial winding num
around the target space torus. In this case the spectrum of the light-cone mem
Hamiltonian is discrete.8,5 The toroidal membrane is wrapped around the target sp
torus (M5S1

^ T2
^ R8), and the winding number associated with this wrapping isl 1l 2.

For l 1l 2Þ0 a membrane is topologically protected against the usual supermem
instabilities.10 In the semiclassical approximation8 the eleven-dimensional mass formu
has the form (d52)

M2~ l !5~ l 1l 2R1R2!21H, ~14!

where the oscillator Hamiltonian can be written as follows

H52 (
nPZ2/$0%

~an
†an1vnsn

A†sn
A!, ~15!
13 13JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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in addition one hasvn
25( j ( l jnjRj )

2, andA51, . . . ,8 areSO(7) spinor indices. The two
constraints for the toroidal membrane are

Cj5 l jkj1Nnj

~b!1Nnj

~ f !50, ~16!

wherekj5Rj pj ( j 51,2); herepj are discrete momenta. The commutation relations
the above operators can be found in Ref. 8, for example. The Fock vacuumu0& and the
mass of a state~obtained by operating on the vacuum with creation operators! can be
written as follows

~mass!2;an1n2

† . . . aninj

† sn1n2

† . . . sninj

† u0&. ~17!

As usual, the physical Hilbert space consists of all Fock space states obeying con
~16!. The quantized momentap1 and p2 correspond to central charges inN52 nine-
dimensional supersymmetry that classify the fluctuations about the classical solution
fact that theM2( l ) is nonvanishing means that no multiplet shortening will take pla
and so the vacuum must correspond to a long, massiveN52 multiplet with
M2( l )5( l 1l 2R1R2)2.

Let us demonstrate a correspondence between the semiclassical membra
string results. IfR2→` while at the same timel 2 is increased so that the productl 2R2 is
kept fixed (l 2R251, for example!, then one dimension is shrunk while the energy is h
constant and a closed string is produced. In this limit nonzero momentump2 is excluded,
and one obtains from Eq.~14! the mass formula for a ten-dimensional superstring co
pactified on a circle of radiusR1. Thus the nine-dimensional mass is given by

M25 l 1
2R1

21
k1

2

R1
2

12(
j 51

8

(
n1Þ0

~an j
† an j1un1usn j

† sn j!. ~18!

In this limit one of the constraints~16! becomes empty, while the other one yields

C15 l 1k11(
j 51

8

(
n1Þ0

~sign~n1!an j
† an j1n1sn j

† sn j!50. ~19!

Note that in accordance with our definitions,an
† andsn

† create left~right!-moving states
whenn1.0 (n1,0), while an andsn annihilate left~right!-moving states whenn1.0
(n1,0). The constraint~19! is equivalent to the usual condition relating left and rig
Hamiltonians for the string.

Let us compare the BPS part of the membrane spectrum with the BPS spectru
a type II string. The correspondence between the spectra at the zero-mode lev
established in Ref. 1. Using the constraint~19! in the mass formula~18! for free string
states~note that underT-duality relating the IIA and IIB spectra,R1→a8R1

21, and for the
sake of simplicity here and below we assume an inverse string tension paramea8
equal to 1! we have

M25~ l 1R11k1 /R1!2. ~20!

The Kaluza–Klein mass for perturbative or (1,0) string states withk250 ~zero Ramond–
Ramond charge! is given by
14 14JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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k1
2

R1
2

1 l 1
2R1

212~N~b!1N~ f !!. ~21!

For the general BPS perturbative states with the corresponding oscillating states (1
masses given in formula~21! coincide with the masses of Eq.~20!. The last statement is
correct also for the nonperturbative type IIB string2,11 with charges (q1 ,q2). In this case
k15mq1 and k25mq2, with q1 , q2 being co-prime. For the NS–NS string we ha
k250, q151, q250, while for the R–R string,k150, q150, q251 and the value of
MIIB

2 coincides with the masses~up to a change of indices 1→2) given in formula~20!.
Hence, for calculation of the BPS membrane Hagedorn density one can use s
results.

If l 250 ~or l 150) then the stable classical solution will be collapsed to string-
membrane wound around only one compact direction in the target space. For this
sical configuration the mass formula~14! indicates the presence of massless states.
world-volume metric for this light-cone classical solution is degenerate, but the
equations are neverthelless nonsingular. It is not clear whether the semiclassical ap
mation can be trusted for such a configuration.8 Indeed the equationvn1

5A(n1l 1R1)2

shows that all values ofn give the same frequencyvn1
in the semiclassical approxima

tion. This infinite degeneracy will presumably be lifted when the higher-order term
the Hamiltonian are included.

5. Let us suppose that the semiclassical approach to quantization leads to a s
quantized brane theory which can be considered as a theory of noninteracting s
Then the Hilbert space of all multiple string states that satisfy the BPS conditions~zero
branes! with a total energy momentumP has the form12

HP5 % ( lNl5NP
^ lSymNlHl , ~22!

where symbol SymN indicates theNth symmetric tensor product. The exact dimension
HP is determined by the character expansion formula

(
NP

dim HPqNP.)
l

S 11ql

12ql D
1
2 dim Hl

, ~23!

where the dimensionHl of the Hilbert space of single-string BPS states with moment

k5 l P̂ is given by dimHl5d( 1
2l

2P̂), and uP̂u25uP̂Lu22uP̂Ru2 ~see Ref. 12 for details!.
The asymptotic form of the generating function~23! and the dimensionHP can be found
with the help of Eqs.~11!, ~12!, which constitute a generalization of the Meinardus res
for vector-valued functions.

Equation~23! is similar to the denominator formula of a~generalized! Kac–Moody
algebra,13 which can be written as follows

(
sPW

~sgn~s!!es~r!5er)
r .0

~12er !mult~r !, ~24!

wherer is the Weyl vector, the sum on the left-hand side is over all elements of the W
group W, the product on the right side runs over all positive roots~one has the usua
15 15JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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notation for the root spaces, positive roots, simple roots, and Weyl group for the K
Moody algebra! and each term is weighted by the root multiplicity mult(r ). Equation
~23! reduces to the standard superstring partition function forP̂250 ~Ref. 12!. The
equivalent description of the second-quantized string states on the five-brane c
obtained, for example, by considering the sigma model on the target space(NSymNT4.

There is a correspondence between formula~22! and the term of orderq
1
2NpP̂2

in the
expansion of the elliptic genus of the orbifold SymNPT4 ~Ref. 12!. Using this correspon-
dence, one finds that the asymptotic growth is equal that of states at level1

2NPP̂2 in a
unitary conformal field theory with a central charge proportional toNP .

Our aim now is to compare the quantum states of a membrane and a black hol
correspondence between the asymptotic density of states of the fundamentalp-brane and
the four-dimensional black hole forp→` was found in Ref. 14. Extreme black ho
states can also be identified with the highly excited states of a fundamental string
relevant string states are BPS states, while the string entropy is identical to
Bekenstein–Hawking entropy defined by the horizon area.3 For calculation of the ground
state degeneracy of systems with quantum numbers of certain BPS extreme black
theD-brane method can be used. A typical 5-dimensional example has been analy
Refs. 15–17. Working in the type IIB string theory onM5

^ T5, one can construct a
D-brane configuration such that the corresponding supergravity solutions des
5-dimensional black holes. In addition, five-branes and one-branes are wrappedT5

and the system is given by Kaluza–Klein momentumN in one of the directions. There
fore three independent charges (Q1 ,Q5 ,N) arise in the theory, whereQ1 andQ5 are the
electric and magnetic charges, respectively. The naiveD-brane picture gives the entrop
in terms of the partition functionH6(z) for a gas ofQ1Q5 species of massless quant
For p51 the integersr 6 in Eq. ~11! represent the degeneracy of the state with mom
tum N. Thus forN→` one has

log r 6~N!5Aqz6~2!N2
q13

4
log N1 log C6~1!1O~N2k6!, ~25!

where

C1~1!522
1
2S q

16D ~q11!/2

, C2~1!5C1~1!S 4

3D ~q11!/2

. ~26!

For fixedq54Q1Q5 the entropy is given by

S5@ log~r 1~N!r 2~N!!#N→`.c1AQ1Q5N2 log N~c2Q1Q51c3!, ~27!

wherecj ( j 51,2,3) are some positive numbers. This expression agrees with the cla
black hole entropy.

Note that forp.1, using the mass formulaM25N, we obtain for the number o
branes states of massM to M1dM ~see also Ref. 14!

%~M !dM.2C6~p!M ~p21!/~p11!exp@b6~p!M2p/~p11!#, ~28!

b6~p!5S 11
1

pD @AG~p11!z6~p11!#1/~p11!. ~29!
16 16JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Bytsenko et al.
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This result has a universal character for allp-branes.

Recently it has been pointed out that the classical result~27! is incorrect when the
black hole becomes massive enough for its Schwarzschild radius to exceed any
scopic scale such as the compactification radii.16,17 Indeed, if the charges (Q1 ,Q5 ,N)
tend to infinity in fixed proportionQ1Q55Q(N), then the correct formula does not agr
with the black hole entropy~27!. If, for example,Q(N)5N, then forN→` one finds
log@r 1(N)r 2(N)#;N log N. The naiveD-brane prescription, therefore, fails to agr
with U-duality, which requires symmetry among the charges (Q1 ,Q5 ,N).17

a!e-mail: abyts@spin.hop.stu.neva.ru
b!e-mail: goncalve@fisica.uel.br
c!e-mail: odintsov@quantum.univalle.edu.co. On leave from Tomsk Pedagogical University, 634041 T
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Self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting of the 1 s
and 2 s states in hydrogenlike ions

V. A. Yerokhina)

Institute for High Performance Computing and Data Bases, 198005 St. Petersburg, R

V. M. Shabaev and A. N. Artemyev
Department of Physics, St. Petersburg State University, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russ

~Submitted 20 March 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 19–22~10 July 1997!

The one-loop self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting of the 1s
and 2s states of hydrogenlike ions is calculated for both point and finite
nuclei. The results of the calculation are combined with other correc-
tions to find the ground state hyperfine splitting in lithiumlike209Bi801

and165Ho641. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7761~97!00413-7#

PACS numbers: 33.15.Pw, 12.20.Ds

Recent experimental investigations of the ground-state hyperfine splittin
209Bi821 ~Ref. 1! and165Ho661 ~Ref. 2! shows that the present experimental accurac
much higher than the accuracy of the corresponding theoretical values. Measurem
the ground state hyperfine splitting of lithiumlike ions are currently planned. In
connection there is an obvious need for an accurate calculation of the QED correcti
the hyperfine splitting of the 1s and 2s states of highly charged ions.

The one-loop self-energy correction to the first-order hyperfine interaction for
ground state of hydrogenlike ions in the case of an extended nucleus was calcula
Ref. 3 over a wide interval ofZ. For a point nucleus such a calculation was done in R
4 for Z583. In the present work we recalculate the self-energy correction for the 1s state
and present results for the 2s state. The calculation was made using the full-covari
scheme based on an expansion of the Dirac–Coulomb propagator in terms of intera
with the external potential.5,6

The self-energy contribution to the hyperfine splitting is defined by the diagr
shown in Fig. 1, where the dotted line denotes the hyperfine interaction. The fo
expressions for these diagrams can easily be derived by the two-time Green fu
method.7 The diagrams in Fig. 1a are conveniently divided into irreducible and reduc
parts. The reducible part is the part in which the intermediate-state energy~between the
self-energy and the hyperfine interaction line! coincides with the initial-state energy. Th
irreducible part is the remaining one. The irreducible part is calculated in the same
as the first-order self-energy contribution. For a point nucleus the external wave fun
containing the hyperfine interaction line is calculated analytically by using the gen
ized virial relations for the Dirac–Coulomb problem.8 For an extended nucleus a calc
lation of the external wave function was performed using the reduced Green funct
18 180021-3640/97/010018-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The reducible part is grouped with the vertex part presented in Fig. 1b. Accordi
the Ward identity the counterterms for the vertex and the reducible parts cancel
other, and so the sum of these terms regularized in the same covariant way is ultra
finite. To cancel the ultraviolet divergences we separate free propagators from the
electron lines and calculate them in the momentum representation. The remain
ultraviolet-finite but contains infrared divergences, which are explicitly separated ou
canceled.

The calculations were carried out for both point and extended nuclei. In the
case the model of a uniformly charged shell of radiusR5 (A15/4)^r 2&1/2 was used for
the nuclear charge distribution. To a high precision this model is equivalent to the m
of an uniformly charged sphere of radiusR5(A5/3)^r 2&1/2 for purposes of calculating the
first-order hyperfine structure splitting. Our test calculation shows a good agree
between these models for the self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting, too
Green function expressed in terms of the Whittaker and Bessel functions9 was used in the
numerical calculation in the case of an extended nucleus. A part of the vertex term
calculated using theB-spline basis set method for the Dirac equation.10

The results of the calculation for the 1s state are listed in Table I. The values of th
root-mean-square nuclear charge radii given in the second column of Table I are
from Ref. 11. The quantitiesX listed in Table I are defined by the equation

DESE5aXDEnr , ~1!

whereDESE is the self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting,DEnr is the nonrela-
tivistic value of the hyperfine splitting~Fermi energy!, anda is the fine-structure con
stant. The results of the calculation for a point nucleus are listed in the third colum

FIG. 1. Self energy-hyperfine interaction diagrams.

TABLE I. Self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting of the 1s state in hydrogenlike ions.

Z ^r 2&1/2 Xpoint dXfin Xtotal F total

49 4.598 21.057 0.042 21.015 22.629
59 4.892 21.496 0.096 21.400 23.293
67 5.190 21.995 0.192 21.803 23.856
75 5.351 22.737 0.393 22.344 24.470
83 5.533 23.940 0.850 23.090 25.141
19 19JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Yerokhin et al.
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Table I. The finite-nuclear-size contributions and the total self-energy correction
given in the fourth and fifth columns, respectively. The last column gives the value
the quantityF defined by the equation

DESE5
a

p
FDErel . ~2!

HereDErel is the relativistic value of the first-order hyperfine splitting including the fin
nuclear size correction. The quantityF is more stable thanX with respect to variations o
the nuclear parameters. In Table II the corresponding values for the 2s state of hydro-
genlike ions are listed. The relative precision of the results is estimated to be not
than 531023.

As is mentioned above, the self-energy correction was calculated for the 1s state
earlier in Refs. 3 and 4. For a point nucleus withZ583 the calculation of Ref. 4 gave
X523.8, while the present calculation givesX523.94. This discrepancy results from
the use of a noncovariant regularization procedure in Ref. 4, which, as it turns out,
a small additional spurious term.b! A comparison of the present results for an extend
nucleus with the previous calculation3 reveals some discrepancy, too. For example,
Z583 a valueF55.098 was obtained in Ref. 3, while the present calculation g
F55.141~the difference due to the discrepancy between the nuclear parameters i
ligible!. A detailed comparison of our calculation with that of Ref. 6 shows that
discrepancy results from a term in the vertex contribution which was omitted in Re

Taking into account the present results for the self-energy correction and valu
the other corrections~nuclear magnetization distribution, electron–electron interact
and vacuum polarization! calculated in Ref. 12, we find that the wavelength of t
hyperfine splitting transition for the 2s state in lithiumlike 209Bi801 and 165Ho641 is
l51.548(9)mm (m54.1106(2)mN)13 and l54.059(13)mm (m54.132(5)mN),14,2 re-
spectively. The uncertainty of these values is mainly due to the nuclear magnetiz
distribution correction.

We thank S. M. Schneider for helpful conversations. The research described i
publication was made possible in part by Grant 95-02-05571a from the Russian Fu
Fundamental Research.

TABLE II. Self-energy correction to the hyperfine splitting of the 2s state in hydrogenlike ions.

Z ^r 2&1/2 Xpoint dXfin Xtotal F total

49 4.598 21.073 0.050 21.023 22.437
59 4.892 21.605 0.107 21.498 23.112
67 5.190 22.267 0.232 22.035 23.696
75 5.351 23.321 0.509 22.812 24.347
83 5.533 25.157 1.185 23.972 25.076
20 20JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Yerokhin et al.
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Double ionization of atoms by multiply charged ions and
a strong electromagnetic field: Effects of correlation
in the continuum

L. P. Presnyakov and D. B. Uskov
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 4 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 23–26~10 July 1997!

A nonstationary theory of double ionization of two-electron atoms in
collisions with multiply charged ions or by an intense electromagnetic
field is developed. An approach that permits investigating both prob-
lems by a single method is formulated. A two-electron continuum wave
function that takes into account the interaction of the electrons with the
atomic nucleus and the external ionizer as well as with one another is
obtained as a product of Coulomb waves with modified Sommerfeld
parameters. The computational results obtained for the double ioniza-
tion of helium atoms by multiply charged ions are in good quantitative
agreement with the existing experimental data. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00513-1#

PACS numbers: 34.50.Fq

When analyzing the ionization of atoms by ion impact or by an intense electrom
netic field, the nonstationary external potential~which is comparable to or exceeds th
intra-atomic potential! must be taken into account even in zeroth order, i.e., in the c
tinuum wave functions in the final channel of the reaction. For single-electron proce
the Keldysh theory1 makes it possible to investigate the most important characteristic
multiphoton ionization, and it can be extended to the case of ionization by mul
charged ions.2 It is expedient to study both problems together, since they can be so
on the basis of the same approach, and in addition the existing experimental da
ion–atom collisions can greatly aid in the analysis of multiphoton ionization proce
Specifically, the theory of Ref. 1 as modified in Ref. 2 so as to go beyond the perturb
theory in calculating the transition amplitudes and probabilities gives a good quanti
description of all experimental data on the ionization of atoms2 and the neutralization o
negative ions3 in collisions with multiply charged ions. Another correction to the theo
and its modification2 is to replace the generalized plane waves1 by Coulomb wave func-
tions in the field of the atomic core, taking into account the additional momentum
quired by an electron in the field of the ionizer.4–6 This increases the ionization probab
ity in strong fields and gives an analytically correct description of the domain
applicability of the perturbation theory~one-photon photoeffect, Coulomb–Born limit i
the physics of collisions!.

To analyze double ionization it is necessary to take account of, besides the
mentioned above, the interelectronic correlation in the continuum wave functions.
22 220021-3640/97/010022-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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problem arises even in the theory of single-ionization of atoms by electron impact. I
been shown7 that the use of an undistorted two-particle wave function for the intere
tronic repulsion gives results which are much too low. It has been proposed th
effective charge be introduced to account for the partial screening of the interelec
repulsion in different regions of configuration space.7 This approach gave the first quan
titative description of the experimental data on the cross sections for the excitatio
ionization of H(1s) atoms by electrons. Systems of three particles coupled with
another by a Coulomb interaction in the continuum are now an object of intense i
tigations, both experimental and theoretical. The effective charge~or effective Sommer-
feld parameter! of the interacting particles is found from physical considerations8 or
approximate solutions9,10 of the Schro¨dinger equation. In the latter case it depends on
particle coordinates. Calculations by these methods8–10 give good agreement with th
experimental data on the differential cross sections for ionization ofH(1s) atoms by
electrons.8,11

The problem solved in the present letter is a four-particle problem for the case o
interaction of atoms with ions and a three-particle problem in an external field in the
of multiphoton ionization. Using the approach of Refs. 2 and 6, we reduce the proble
both cases to a system of three particles in a nonstationary external field. This is ac
by expanding the Coulomb interaction of the electrons with the incident ion in multip
and retaining only the dipole term. The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation~in atomic
units! has the form

i
]C

]t
5F (

j 51,2
S 2

1

2
¹ r j

2 2
Z

r j
2r j•B~ t ! D1

1

ur12r2uGC~r1 ,r2 ,t !. ~1!

Herer j are the coordinates of the electrons with respect to the nucleus with chargeZ of
a two-electron atom and the coefficientsB equal

B~ t !5qR~ t !/R3~ t ! or B~ t !5E cos~vt ! ~2!

in the case of the interaction of an ion with chargeq or an external field with amplitude
E and frequencyv, respectively. The internuclear distanceR(t) is assumed to be a give
function of time. The solution is sought in the form

C~r1 ,r2 ,t !5expF i (
j 51,2

S pj•r j21/2E
0

t

pj
2~t!dt D G )

j 51,2
F j~r j ,pj !F~r1 ,r2!, ~3!

pj5k j1A~ t !, A~ t !5E
0

t

B~t!dt,

F j5exp~pn j /2!G~11 in j !F~2 in j ,1,2 ih j !, n j5Z/pj , h j5pj•r j1pjr j . ~4!

The exponential factor in Eq.~3! is a product of two generalized plane waves.1 The
product~4! of confluent hypergeometric functions converts these plane waves into
lomb wave functions describing the motion of each electron in the field of the ato
core and a nonstationary external field. Thek j are the electron momenta in the absence
an external field. Since the main time dependence is contained in the exponential co
~3!, it can be assumed that the correlation functionF depends on the time only para
metrically; this corresponds to the perturbed stationary states approximation in the t
23 23JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 L. P. Presnyakov and D. B. Uskov
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of atomic collisions. We shall estimate the gradient coefficients that arise when ex
sion~3! is substituted into Eq.~1!, in the part of the configuration space where the vect
pj and r j are collinear, i.e., we set

~F j
21¹ r j

F j !•¹ r j
F' in j~r j /r j !•¹ r j

F' in jnja
21

•¹ r j
F, nj5pj /pj , ~5!

wherea is the characteristic size of the target atom. Here it is convenient to introduc
coordinates for the center of mass of the two electrons and the distances betwe
electrons. The equation forF separates in these coordinates. Since the equation in
center of mass coordinates contains no potentials, its solution can be set equal to
constant. The remaining equation acquires the form

F¹ r 12

2 2
1

r 12
1 i S p121

n1

a
n12

n2

a
n2D •¹ r 12GF50, ~6!

r125r12r2 , p125p12p2[k12k2

and admits the exact solution

F~r125exp~2pn/2!G~11 in!F~2 in,1,ih!, h5d12•r122d12r 12, ~7!

d125k12k21~n1n12n2n2!/a, n5Z/d12.

Equations~7! and ~3! together solve the problem of the two-electron continuum w
function in the field of an atomic core and a nonstationary external field. The mom
~and the Sommerfeld parameters associated with them! in all cofactors in Eq.~3! depend
explicitly on the characteristics of the external field~2!. As the quantitiesB approach
zero, the correlation function~7! retains its dependence onk1 andk2, the nature of which
falls outside the scope of the unscreened interelectronic repulsion approximation, a
also be used in other three-particle problems.

Since double ionization is a two-step process, i.e., a sequence of single-ele
processes, the two-electron probability can be represented over a wide range of va
the parameters as

W~k1 ,k2!5E E dk1dk2

1

2
ua1~k1!a2~k2!z~k1 ,k2!1a1~k2!a2~k1!z~k2 ,k1!u2. ~8!

Herea1 anda2 are the probability amplitudes of ‘‘independent’’ single-electron ioniz
tion processes, and the factorz determines the interelectronic correlation effect. In p
vious works2,3,6 we calculated the quantitiesa1 and a2 for the ionization of atoms by
multiply charged ions without taking the correlation function~7! into account. In the
general case, the functionz appearing in Eq.~8! can be separated out as a cofactor o
when the wave function of the initial~bound! state factorizes in the coordinates of bo
electrons. The functional properties of the correlation factorz(k1 ,k2) and the asymptotic
expressions will be discussed in a separate publication. Here we give as an exam
computational results for the two-electron ionization cross sections of He atoms in
parison with the published experimental data~see Fig. 1!.

The main result of this letter is that the double ionization of two-electron atoms2

ion, He atom, and He-like ions! can be described on the basis of an approach used
solving problems in the physics of atomic collisions and multiphoton ionization.
24 24JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 L. P. Presnyakov and D. B. Uskov
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continuum wave functions obtained for the final channel explicitly take account o
ionizer ~ion or electromagnetic field! as well as the electron–electron interaction. T
indicated correlation is nontrivial and can be used in other problems involving the t
fer of two electrons into the continuum. A comparison of the calculations with
experimental data shows that further elaboration of this approach is promising.

We are deeply grateful to V. L. Ginzburg, S. P. Goreslavski�, N. B. Delon, D. A.
Kirzhnits, and I. I. Sobel’man for their interest in this work and for discussions. T
work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 96-02-
16090! and the International Science and Technical Center~Project No. 076/95!.
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FIG. 1. Parameterized cross section for the removal of two electrons from a helium atom in collision
multiply charged ions as a function of (v/q)2, wherev is the relative collision velocity in atomic units andq
is the ion charge. Solid curves — computational results obtained with the proposed theory~the chargesq are
indicated on each curve!. Experimental data:n — q51, s — q52, h — q53, data from Refs. 12 and 13
L — q59, Ref. 14.
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Destruction and appearance of surface metallization
in the system K/Si „111…737

G. V. Benemanskaya and D. V. Da neka
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

G. É. Frank-Kamenetskaya
St. Petersburg Technological Institute, 198013 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 24 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 27–30~10 July 1997!

Qualitative changes are observed in the character of the surface elec-
tronic structure accompanying the adsorption of potassium on a Si~111!
737 surface. The metallic conductivity of the Si~111!737 surface is
destroyed at the very early stages of adsorption. A new band induced
by the adsorption of potassium is observed below the Fermi level. It is
found that the K/Si~111!737 interface is semiconducting right up to
saturating coverage. A surface transition from an insulating into a me-
tallic state, accompanied by pinning of the Fermi level, is observed in
the region of saturating coverage. Metallic conductivity arises in the
adsorbed potassium layer as a result of the development of an induced
surface band at the Fermi level. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S1063-7761~97!00613-6#

PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 73.25.1i

Research on the electronic structure of different silicon surfaces covered with a
metal atoms is driven by the development of nanostructure technology, which at p
is based mainly on silicon. Fundamental problems include the character of the elec
structure upon the formation of a metal–semiconductor interface and the nature
adsorption bond. The most important questions in the first problem are the mecha
leading to the appearance of metallic interfacial conductivity. Theoretical investiga
have shown that interfacial metallization with submonolayer adsorption can be o
types: It can arise due to the realization of conductivity either in the top quasi-
dimensional layer of the substrate or in the adsorbed metal layer.1,2

Investigations have shown3–5 that the electronic structure of a Si~111!737 recon-
structed surface possesses three filled surface statesS1, S2, andS3. One of these states
S1, crosses the Fermi level and thereby gives a metallic type of electronic surface
ture. The dangling bonds of the so-called ‘‘adatoms’’ of the substrate in the gene
accepted dimer–adatom model~the dimer–adatom stacking fault model! are responsible
for this.6 The Si~111!737 surface is unique from the standpoint of investigations of
local properties in the presence of an interaction with adsorbed metal atoms.7 Further-
more, for this reconstruction a search can be made for metal–insulator and insu
metal type surface transitions. The electronic structure of the K/Si~111!737 system has
26 260021-3640/97/010026-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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been investigated by photoemission spectroscopy.8–10 It has been shown that at the ve
early stages of adsorption the metallization of the substrate is destroyed, and a sh
modification of the characteristic surface statesS1 andS2 are also observed. However, i
investigations of the spectra near the Fermi level the methods are too insensit
observe a number of important processes, including the development of the elec
structure of the interface near saturating coverage.

We have investiged the surface photoemission for the system K/Si~111!737, mak-
ing a simultaneous determination of both the ionization energy and the work func
We found that the metallic conductivity of the Si~111!737 surface is destroyed at a low
submonolayer coverageQ,0.4Qsat. At Q;0.5Qsat a band induced by potassium a
sorption was observed in the spectrum of the surface states nearEF . The development of
this band stops atQsat. It was established that, all the way up to saturating coverage
energy gap is present in the K/Si~111!737 spectrum and the interface is of a semico
ducting character. An insulator–metal type surface transition was observed to occu
saturating coverage. Pinning of the Fermi levelDE;0.15 eV relative to the valence-ban
top ~VBT! in the bulk is observed at the same time.

The investigations were performedin situ under ultrahigh vacuum condition
(P,2310210 torr! at room temperature. A clean Si~111!737 surface (p-type sample,
r510 V/cm! was obtained by the well-known annealing procedure.11 A standard source
of atomically pure potassium was employed. The investigations were conducted b
threshold photoemission spectroscopy method with excitation bys- andp-polarized light.
The angle of incidence of the light was equal to 45°. The method is based on sel
excitation of photoemission from the bulk and from filled surface states; this mak
possible to study the energy spectrum of the surface bands and the position of the
~the ionization energy! and to ascertain the presence of a finite density of states a
Fermi level.12,13 The experimental photoemission spectraI s(hn) and I p(hn) obtained
with excitation bys- and p-polarized light, respectively, were investigated in the su
monolayer adsorption regime.

Figure 1 displays the change in the thresholdshns and hnp of the photoemission
spectraI s(hn) and I p(hn), respectively, as a function of the K deposition time. It
evident that there is a pronounced difference in the behavior of the thresholds i
course of adsorption. The thresholdhns determines the energy position of the VB
relative to the vacuum level, i.e., it is the ionization energyf.14 It is evident from Fig. 1
~curve1! that the adsorption of potassium on the Si~111!737 surface sharply decrease
f to ;1.75 eV at a deposition time of;1500 s. A further increase of coverage does
changef, i.e.,f reaches saturation. Following Refs. 8–10, we shall define the potas
coverage corresponding to saturation as the saturating coverage and we shall desi
asQsat.

Figure 1~curve2! displays the surface photoemission thresholdhnp as a function of
submonolayer coverage. The value ofhnp was obtained by approximating the spectru
I p(hn) in the energy range where there is no photoemission from the bulk and s
I p(hn) spectrum is formed only as a result of emission from a surface band. In this
the thresholdhnp is determined either by the position of the edge of the surface ban
filled states in the presence of a semiconductor gap or by the position of the Fermi
in the case of metallization.15 Three fundamentally different coverage intervals with
27 27JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Benemanskaya et al.
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qualitatively different character of the variation ofhnp were observed.

It was established that in the interval I there is no local density of surface stat
EF . For coverage near 0.4Qsat the difference of the thresholds is small,hns2hnp ;0.02
eV. This indicates that the edge of the surface band lies betweenEF and the VBT but
close to the VBT. Therefore, the destruction of the metallic conductivity of the Si~111!
737 surface, i.e., a metal–insulator transition, occurs at submonolayer coverage
than 0.4Qsat. One can see that as the coverage increases to 0.7Qsat the difference be-
tween the thresholds increases, reaching a maximum value of 0.45 eV. There
substantial shift of the band edge in the direction ofEF is observed. However, the surfac
band does not crossEF . This attests to the presence of an energy gap in the spectru
surface states of the system K/Si~111!737.

In the interval II, signal instability makes it impossible to determine the position
the thresholdhnp unequivocally. For this reason, it is impossible to establish the pos
of the surface-band edge in this range of coverage. For coverage ranging from 0.7Qsat up
to Qsat we were not able to determine whether the K/Si~111!737 interface is metallic or
semiconducting.

In the interval III, analysis of the spectraI p(hn) near threshold shows that th
induced surface band crosses the Fermi level. This attests to metallization of the
face.In this case, the thresholdhnp determines the work function. Thus a transition
metallic conductivity, i.e., an insulator–metal transition, has been observed in the s
K/Si~111!737 near saturating coverage. Further formation of the interface forQ.Qsat

does not change the type of conductivity or the position ofEF with respect to the VBT,
i.e., pinning of the Fermi level at 0.1560.01 eV occurs in the metallization process.

Figure 2 displays the surface photoemission spectraI p(hn)/I s(hn) of the K/Si~111!

FIG. 1. Variation of the photoemission thresholdshns ~curve 1! and hnp ~curve 2! for s- and p-polarized
excitation, respectively, as a function of the potassium deposition time.
28 28JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Benemanskaya et al.
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737 system for different potassium coverages. The spectra reflect the local dens
surface states near the VBT.

For low coverageQ<0.5Qsat a band with a maximum athn;2.45 eV, 0.45–0.50
eV below the VBT, is observed in the spectrum. The energy position and evolution o
band indicate that it is similar to the bandA1 in Ref. 10. It was shown that the bandA1

is a result of the evolution of the characteristic surface statesS1 andS2 at the very early
stages of potassium adsorption, which destroys the metallic conductivity of the Si~111!
737 surface. We observed that as the submonolayer K coverage increases, the de
states increases markedly and a new band induced by the adsorption of K and pos
a much lower binding energy (;0.2 eV! is formed. The development of the K band sto
at coverage close toQsat.

In summary, the destruction of metallic conductivity of the Si~111!737 surface
occurs at the very early stages of K adsorption. Then, at coverages close to satu
adsorption gives rise to interfacial metallization of a nature that is determined b
formation of a new induced K band. Therefore, two surface transitions exist in
Si~111!737 system: a metal–insulator transition at the very early stages of adsorp
and an insulator–metal transition in the region of saturating potassium coverage
behavior of the K/Si~111!737 system can be explained from the standpoint of lo
interactions of adsorbed atoms with the substrate. As K is adsorbed on the Si~111!737
surface, in the region of low submonolayer coverage the K atoms interact with
dangling bonds of the substrate. In the process, charge becomes localized and is p
transferred from the substrate to the K atoms, which destroys the metallic conductiv
the Si~111!737 surface. The adsorption bond in this case is predominantly covalen
a result, for less than saturating coverage the K/Si~111!737 interface is semiconducting
Near saturating coverage, in the region of an insulator–metal surface transition
density of K atoms increases to such an extent that the direct overlapping of the va
electronic states of the K atoms becomes possible, leading to interfacial metalliz
Therefore metallic conductivity is realized in the adsorbed potassium layer.

This work is supported by the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation~grant

FIG. 2. Surface photoemission spectraI p /I s for the K/Si~111!737 system at different potassium coverag
Curve1 — Q50.5Qsat; 2 — Q50.7Qsat; 3 — Q5Qsat.
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Soliton–antisoliton collisions during phase transitions
in thin films of oxygen-containing polymers

E. S. Shikhovtseva and O. A. Ponomareva)

Institute of the Physics of Molecules and Crystals, Ufim Science Center of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, 450065 Ufa, Russia

~Submitted 5 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 31–36~10 July 1997!

The dynamics of the soliton–antisoliton interaction is investigated for a
system described by a perturbed sine–Gordon equation. The conditions
under which a stable high-conductivity channel~soliton–antisoliton
scattering without annihilation! is formed are obtained for different
structures of the polymer molecule and different kinds of external per-
turbations. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7761~97!00713-0#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ph, 68.55.Nq

It has now been established experimentally that the transition of thin films of s
oxygen-containing polymers to a high-conductivity state1–4 is due to the formation of thin
conducting channels. A possible mechanism of the formation of such channels is
posed in Ref. 5, where it is attributed to solitonic propagation of a conducting state
a polymer molecule by means of the breaking of C–O bonds between carbon in the
molecule and oxygen in a side group and the rotation of the side group. This app
yields a stable channel even with allowance for the radiative energy losses accomp
the soliton motion and intermolecular hops of the soliton excitation.6 Single-soliton so-
lutions are sufficient to describe the insulator–metal transitions induced by extern
fluences concentrated at the surface~for example, an ultralow uniaxial pressure;102

Pa!5,6 or the effect on channel formation of an external perturbation uniformly distribu
over the thickness of the film~for example, a strong ac electric field with intensi
;1052106 V/cm!.7 However, there exist external perturbations that give rise to a r
tion of a side group in an internal~not at the film boundary! fragment of the molecule. In
this case a motion of excitations toward each other, specifically, soliton–antisoliton
lisions, are possible. Irradiation of a film with an electron beam is an example of su
external perturbation.8,9 Furthermore, two-soliton solutions must always be conside
when describing the effect of the film boundary on channel formation. For exam
when an excitation reaches the end of a channel, reflection of a soliton by the film su
and propagation of an antisoliton in the negative direction are possible. The case
reflection of an antisoliton by the boundary does not occur is also described on the
of a doublet solution, if it is assumed that annihilation of a soliton with a virtual a
soliton occurs at the boundary, and so the soliton vanishes there. In this letter we
tigate the effect of soliton–antisoliton collisions on channel formation and examine
31 310021-3640/97/010031-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the character of the scattering is influenced by the energy degeneracy of the groun
of the side group, the radiative losses, and the initial conditions for the appearan
excitations.

To obtain a doublet solution we employ the Hamiltonian6 of a quasi-one-
dimensional polymer molecule with side groups:

H5( enai ,n
1 ai ,n1

J1

2 ( ~sin2w i ,n1sin2w i ,n1g!~ai ,n
1 ai ,n1g1ai ,n1g

1 ai ,n!

1J2 ( sin2~w i ,n1g2w i ,n!~ai ,n
1 ai ,n12g1ai ,n12g

1 ai ,n!1(
iÞ j

Ji , jai ,n
1 aj ,n

1(
~Mi ,n

z !2

2I
1

U

2 ( ~12cos~4w i ,n!!1
A

2 ( ~12cos~2w i ,n!!. ~1!

Hereai ,n
1 andai ,n are operators creating and annihilating an electron with energyen in

thenth fragment of thei th polymer strand;w i ,n is the rotation angle of the side molecul
J1 , J2 , andJi j are exchange interaction parameters, described in greater detail in R
Mi ,n

z is the angular momentum operator of the side group; and,I is the moment of inertia
of the side molecule for rotation by an anglew i ,n . The quantitiesU andA determine the
dependence of the energy of the side molecule on its position relative to the main

The value of the anglew i ,n along the chain characterizes the conductivity of t
polymer molecule. A fragment of the polymer molecule is transferred from an insula
state (w i ,n50) into a conducting state (w i ,n5p/2) by a rotation of the side group
Introducing, following Ref. 6, the radiative lossess1 accompanying the interaction of th
side group and the main chain of its polymer molecule and the radiative losses2

accompanying the interaction with neighboring molecules, we have the equation o
tion for w i ,n

6:

d2y

dt1
2

52sin~y!1
d2y

dx1
2

1e•sin~y/2!2s1~y!U dy

dt1
U2s2

dy

dt1
. ~2!

Here

y54w i ,n , t152t~U/I !1/2, x15x~2U/b!1/2,

e52~A1a!/U, s1~y!5s10 sin~y/2!,

a5~J1/2!^ai ,n
1 ai ,n1g1ai ,n1g

1 ai ,n&, b5~J2/2!^ai ,n
1 ai ,n12g1ai ,n12g

1 ai ,n&.

Analysis of the positive solutions of Eq.~2! shows6 that as a result of the energ
degeneracy of the ground state and intramolecular friction, the soliton (y(x→2`)50,
y(x→1`)52p) is accelerated in the positive direction and the antisoli
(y(x→2`)52p, y(x→1`)50) is accelerated in the negative direction. The reve
is true for the negative solutions. Introducing the explicit functions1(y) makes it pos-
sible to describe multisoliton~specifically, doublet! solutions. For single-soliton solu
tions, this gives only a renormalization of the coefficient of frictions1. The radiative
losses due to the interaction with neighboring polymer molecules cause decelerat
any excitation in both directions.
32 32JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 E. S. Shikhovtseva and O. A. Ponomarev
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To change the soliton–antisoliton scattering dynamics, we employ a slowly t
varying doublet solution of the perturbed sine-Gordon equation10

y524 arctan~sinh ~T!/u cosh~c!!, T5F E
0

t1
u~ t8!dt81x0~ t1!G~12u2!~1/2!,

c5x1~12u2!~21/2!. ~3!

Before a collision the solution~3! represents a soliton (y(x→2`)50, y(x→1`)52p)
moving from left to right with velocity u and an antisoliton (y(x→2`)52p,
y(x→1`)50) moving from right to left with velocityu. If the solitons do not annihi-
late on colliding, then after the solitons pass through each other a so
(y(x→2`)522p, y(x→1`)50) moving from left to right with velocityu and an
antisoliton (y(x→2`)50, y(x→1`)522p) moving from right to left with velocity
u are obtained. HereT(t1) is the distance between the soliton and antisoliton. In
present representationT,0 before the collision,T.0 after the collision, and the sca
tering occurs atT50.

On the basis of the perturbation theory developed in Ref. 10 for sine-Gordon e
tions, we write a system of equations for the parametersu(T1) andT(t2) appearing in
solution ~3!:

du

dt1
5

cosh~T!~12u2!u2FL

sinh2~T!1u2
2

ps10

4
u~12u2!sinh ~T!cosh2~T!N,

dT

dt1
5

u

A12u2
2H 8uFF 2L

sinh2~T!1u2
M

1
1

~12u2!Asinh2~T!1u2
lnUAsinh2~T!1u21sinh~T!

u
UG

232s10 sinh~T!cosh~T!@pMN2sinh ~T!Ju5~12u2!21#J K21. ~4!

Here

F5
e

2
sinh~T!A12u22s2u cosh~T!, N5

4u21sinh2~T!

~u21sinh~T!!5/2
,

M5S Tu2cosh~T!

12u2
2sinh~T!D , J5E

2`

` cosh2~c!sinh~c!cdc

~u2cosh2~c!1sinh2~c!!3
,

L5
1

u2
1

1

2sinh~T!Asinh2~T!1u2
lnU Asinh2~T!1u21sinh~T!

Asinh2~T!1u22sinh ~T!
U ,

K5
d

duH 16u3cosh2~T!L

A12u2~sinh2~T!1u2!
J .
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The character of the interaction at short distances between the soliton and antis
that solve Eq.~2! can be seen by examining the change in the soliton and antiso
velocities near the scattering regionT50 ~Fig. 1!. The solution of the system~4! in the
‘‘scattering without annihilation’’ regime shows that the velocityu in the scattering
region varies quite smoothly~see Fig. 2!. Therefore, a qualitative picture of the variatio
of the velocity with time can be obtained from the first equation in system~4! under the
assumption thatu5um , where um is the average velocity with which the excitatio

FIG. 1. Variation of the soliton and antisoliton velocities near the scattering regionT50 in the ‘‘scattering
without annihilation’’ regime. Curve1 describes the contribution of the energy degeneracy of the ground
of the side group,2 — contribution of radiative losses due to intermolecular friction,3 — contribution of
intermolecular friction,4 — resultant curve.

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams of the doublet solution fore520.1, s1050.01, ands250.09 and different initial
velocitiesu05u(T0)50.2, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9, 0.97, and 1.0.T05210.
34 34JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 E. S. Shikhovtseva and O. A. Ponomarev
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passes through the pointT50. The largerum , the smoother are the functionsdu(T)/dt.
Figure 1 displays curves fore520.2, s1050.01, s250.03, andum50.9. It is evident
from Fig. 1 that as the soliton and antisoliton approach each other (T,0) their velocities
increase, and as they recede from each other after scattering (T.0) their velocities
decrease, i.e., attraction occurs. But in contrast to the interaction of excitations whic
solutions of the simple sine-Gordon equation, which also attract each other~at large
separations the attraction potential is estimated as exp(2kT) ~Ref. 11!!, in the case at
hand the interaction is more complicated. The resulting functiondu(T)/dt is not sym-
metric about the pointT50. For values ofe ands10 which are sufficiently small com-
pared withs2, the resulting functiondu(T)/dt can lie completely in the negative region
and before colliding the soliton and antisoliton repel each other. Figure 1 desc
scattering without annihilation. If the doublet solution~3! is destroyed in a collision, then
u2 becomes negative and instead of the solution~3! a breather forms nearT50.

The solutions of system~4! for u(t1) andT(t1) completely determine the evolutio
of the doublet solution~3!. For every ratio ofs10, s2, ande there exists a definite initia
threshold velocity below which the doublet solution breaks down. It is obvious tha
value of the threshold velocity decreases when intramolecular friction predominates
energy losses due to the interaction with neighboring molecules andueu is large (e,0 for
all polymers in which the side-group position with lowest energy corresponds to
insulator state of the corresponding molecular fragment!. In the case of a collision with-
out annihilation the channel closes for only a short time~the transit time for a double
soliton along a channel, which is obtained from the solution of system~4! as the time
required forT to change fromT0 to T5T01h, whereh is the length of the channel! and
is restored after scattering. Scattering with annihilation destroys the conducting ch
Annihilation can occur without oscillations nearT50 ~these are the curves in Fig. 2 th
correspond to the initial velocitiesu050.2 and 0.6! or after oscillations nearT50
(u050.75). But these two cases are equivalent from the standpoint of the destruct
the conducting channel. For phase diagrams withu050.9, 0.97, and 1.0 in Fig. 2 a
collision without annihilation occurs at the pointT50, and the conducting channel
restored. It should be noted, however, that the double-soliton solution of Eq.~2! is less
stable than the single-soliton solution. The change of the sign of the soliton and an
ton at the moment of scattering has the effect that the acceleration is replaced by
eration and the solution decays even after a collision atT50 ~the curve foru050.9).
Only the solution withu051.0, for which du/dt50, is absolutely stable. The sma
precollision increase in the velocity on the curve withu050.2 is explained by the fac
that for s2.sp the motions of the soliton and antisoliton tend toward the equilibri
velocitiesus,a56@114(sp2s2)2/e2#21/2 (sp5s10p/4 is the renormalized coefficien
of friction; the factorp/4 appears as a result ofs15 const being replaced bys1(y)).6 In
the present example, even if the initial state made it possible to buildup to an equilib
velocity, uus,au is still less than the threshold velocityu* for soliton–antisoliton pair
annihilation (u* is determined by the ratio ofs10, s2 , ande; annihilation occurs for
u(T50),u* ). In principle, however, it is possible to have motion of soliton and a
soliton toward each other with very low initial velocities and large initial distancesT0

such that collisions will occur without destruction of the channel foruus,au.u* .

In order to use these solutions to explain experiments in which a film is irradi
35 35JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 E. S. Shikhovtseva and O. A. Ponomarev
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with an electron beam, the following should be noted. When a film is irradiated w
monochromatic electron beam with energyE0, the side group obtains an excitation e
ergy qE0, where q is the transfer coefficient. At the same time, the energyEs and
velocity u of a soliton~antisoliton! are related asEs58(12u2)1/2. Therefore, the soliton
and antisoliton are created with the same velocities~which is necessary for scattering!
and their initial velocities are determined in terms of the energy of the electron b
qE058(12u2)21/2. Channel selection occurs with respect toT0 andu0. The experimen-
tally observed9 vanishing of weakly luminescing channels and the relation between
delay time of channel formation and destruction and the beam energy are expla8

Another required refinement is related with the soliton–antisoliton collisions in a c
posite channel. One would think that an intermolecular hop of one of the excita
destroys the doublet solution, since in this case the soliton and antisoliton velociti
not change synchronously. But analysis shows~see the system~4! and Fig. 2 of Ref. 6!
that the velocity relaxes quite rapidly and the doublet solution can be preserve
introducing an additional delay time. However, if an intermolecular hop of one excita
occurs with a short soliton–antisoliton distance and the time up to a collision is too
for relaxation, then the soliton and antisoliton meet with different velocities. There
they do not interact and channel destruction does not occur.

In summary, we have obtained a doublet solution of the perturbed sine–Go
equation describing a quasi-one-dimensional polymer molecule with a side group w
energy-degenerate ground state. We have investigated the conditions for so
antisoliton scattering without destruction and for scattering with annihilation o
soliton–soliton pair, i.e., regimes in which the conducting channel is preserved
destroyed.

a!e-mail: igor@physics.bash.ru
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Isotope effect in the vibrational spectra of water
measured in experiments with a scanning tunneling
microscope

M. V. Grishin, F. I. Dalidchik, S. A. Kovalevski , N. N. Kolchenko,
and B. R. Shub
N. N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117977
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 17 April 1997; resubmitted 20 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 37–39~10 July 1997!

The vibrational frequencies of adsorbed H2O and D2O molecules are
measured under high-vacuum conditions by in-cavity scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy. An isotope effect is observed. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00813-5#

PACS numbers: 33.20.Tp

The fundamental processes of heterogeneous catalysis — adsorption and deso
surface migration, and chemical reactions — have been investigated for many ye
many methods~optical and corpuscular, beam and kinetic!. These methods have a com
mon drawback: They give only averaged information pertaining to macroscopic
sembles of particles. This is inadequate for constructing the physical foundatio
heterogeneous catalysis. Under real conditions, many different heterogeneous com
with different structures and properties coexist on the surface of a catalyst.1 Qualitatively
new information, structural and dynamic, obtained with a spatial resolution of the o
of atomic dimensions is required. This can be done only by methods which emp
scanning tunneling microscope~STM!.

The possibilities of the standard methods of scanning tunneling microscopy~and
spectroscopy! in the solution of problems of heterogeneous catalysis, including ads
tion, have been described, for example, in the reviews cited as Refs. 2–4. These m
are based on elastic electron tunneling processes, whose probabilities are determ
the spatial and energy distributions of the electron density of the surface and tip. Th
of reliable information about the geometry and electronic structure of the tip and
difficulty of solving inverse problems in the theory of STM substantially limit the a
lytical possibilities of the well-known STM methods~especially for systems which do no
exhibit spatial symmetry!. The problem of identifying the particles observed in a STM
central in modern ‘‘atomic-resolution’’ chemistry.2–4 Here, new approaches which mak
it possible to study with the aid of a STM the effects of inelastic electron tunne
accompanied by the excitation of the vibrational degrees of freedom of the ads
particles, are required. In macroscopic systems~metal–insulator–metal junctions! these
effects are well known5 and are widely used for studying the adsorption of molecules
metal oxides. Inelastic tunneling effects have still not been observed in experiments
a STM, though estimates show that under resonance tunneling conditions vibra
transitions of adsorbed particles can substantially change the current and conducti
37 370021-3640/97/010037-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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STM nanocontacts~by up to 10%!.6 The difficulties of searching for systems with opt
mal inelastic resonance tunneling conditions, a theory of which has been construc
Ref. 7 (uEF2E0u<G, G<v, a.1, EF is the Fermi level,E0 is the energy of the
resonance level,G is the reciprocal of the lifetime of a resonant electronic–vibratio
complex,v is the vibrational frequency, anda is the electronic–vibrational coupling
parameter!, can be overcome by using a STM operating in the field-emission mode.8,9 For
voltages such thateV.f (f;5 eV is the work function! an electronic nanocavity, in
which the adsorbed particle under investigation may be located, forms in the tunn
gap.10 Electron transitions from the tip into the cavity and from the cavity into the sam
change the force field in which the adsorbed particle vibrates and induce trans
~including multiquantum transitions!, which are manifested experimentally as resona
features of the STM currents~and conductivities!. In Ref. 11, electronic–vibrationa
series of field-emission resonances corresponding to vibrational transitions of TiO2 were
observed by the ‘‘in-cavity scanning tunneling spectroscopy’’ method in air.

This letter reports the results of high-vacuum experiments in which these me
were used to measure the vibrational frequencies of H2O and D2O molecules adsorbed o
a naturally oxidized titanium surface. The isotope effect, which the results pres
below demonstrate, leaves no doubt that the observed resonance maxima corres
vibrational transitions of water.

The experiments were performed on an Omicron STM by scanning a platinum
over a titanium surface oxidized in air and placed in a high vacuum (;1029 torr). The
procedure for performing the spectroscopic and topographic measurements is des
in Ref. 11. The procedure for preparing the surfaces for the measurements inc
heating a sample~to 550 K! and holding it in a high vacuum, followed by exposure
water vapor at pressureP;1026 torr. After the sample was heated for 2 h and held for
a long time in a high vacuum, the current–voltage characteristics which we measur
most points of the surface contained only weakly expressed series of resonance
vibrational frequencies corresponding to titanium oxide~see Fig. 1, curve a!. Subsequent
exposure to water vapor (T'300 K! produced large changes in the spectra. At ma
points of the surface, the spectra obtained 100 s after exposure possessed th
displayed in Fig. 1~curve b, negative tip!. Resonance maxima corresponding to sing
quantum (v1'e(V32V1)'0.5 eV, v2'e(V22V1)'0.2 eV!, two-quantum
(v3'e(V52V1)'2v1), and combination (v4'e(V42V1)'v11v2) vibrational tran-
sitions (n enumerates the resonances presented in the figure andVn are the corresponding
values of the voltage! are clearly seen in this figure. The small maxima between the
and second~and also third and fourth! resonances in the curve b apparently correspon
vibrations of the TiO bond (v'0.1 eV!. Our measured values of the frequenciesv1 and
v2 are close to the known~from IR experiments! values of the frequencies of stretchin
and deformation vibrations of H2O molecules (v1

IR50.46 eV,v2
IR 50.20 eV! adsorbed

on a titanium oxide surface.12 The regions where type-b spectra were observed posse
an island structure with islands ranging in size from 10 to 50 nm~which is characteristic
for adsorption of water on polycrystalline surfaces!. It is natural to assume that thes
islands are formed by adsorbed water molecules. Similar spectra~see Fig. 1, curve c!
with frequenciesv1(D2O)'0.35 eV andv2(D2O)'0.15 eV were obtained in contro
experiments with deuterated water~D2O!. To within an accuracy of the order of 10%
38 38JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Grishin et al.
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these frequencies correspond to the expected isotope effect (v(H2O)/v(D2O)'A2).

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 96-03-34129!.
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FIG. 1. Vibrational series of STM field-emission resonances for water molecules adsorbed on a na
oxidized titanium surface~curve b — H2O molecules, curve c — D2O molecules!. Curve a — current–voltage
characteristic of the STM scanning a titanium surface with no water molecules.
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Dynamic conductivity of interacting electrons in open
mesoscopic structures

V. A. Sablikova) and B. S. Shchamkhalova
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 14112
Fryazino, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 22 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 40–44~10 July 1997!

It is shown that in one-dimensional mesoscopic structures the electron–
electron interaction leads to qualitatively new effects in the dynamic
conductivity which are best manifested in the frequency dependence of
the impedance. Interelectronic repulsion increases the resistance and
narrows the resonance dips of the resistance at transit frequencies. In-
terelectronic attraction gives rise to resonance peaks of the resistance
against a high-conductivity background. These effects are due to the
reflection of bosonic excitations of a Luttinger liquid from the bound-
aries of a quantum channel with current-lead electrodes and to reso-
nances of these excitations over the length of the channel. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00913-X#

PACS numbers: 73.23.Ps

1. It is now generally recognized that the electron–electron interaction plays a
damentally important role in electron transport in mesoscopic structures. It is sufficie
mention the Coulomb blockade arising in low-conductivity~compared withe2/h) nano-
structures. This letter is devoted to mesoscopic systems with high conductivity~of the
order ofe2/h). Examples of such systems are a quantum wire connecting two elect
reservoirs under ballistic electron transport conditions, quantum point contacts, and
states in the quantum Hall effect. In these systems~called open1! a Coulomb blockade is
not observed but the electron–electron interaction is also very important. It leads
strong correlation in the motion of the electrons, as a result of which the idea of a F
liquid becomes invalid. In this case the behavior of one-dimensional systems is des
in the Luttinger liquid approximation2,3 with acoustic-type bosonic elementary excit
tions. The velocity of these excitations is determined by the parameterK, which depends
on the interaction; specifically,v5vF /K, wherevF is the Fermi velocity. In the absenc
of interactionK51; if the interaction is repulsive, thenK,1; and, in the case of inter
electronic attractionK.1. It has been shown in a number of works~see, for example,
Refs. 4 and 5! that in the Luttinger-liquid model the interelectronic interaction sho
lead to a renormalization of the conductivity: The conductivity for a single state eq
Ke2/h. However, an experiment6 performed on quantum wires in GaAs does not supp
this conclusion. The conflict was resolved in Refs. 7–9. The point is that the li
conductivity of a quantum wire in the ballistic electron transport regime is determine
contacts with the current-lead electrodes.7 The interelectronic interaction does not play
large role in the regions serving as electrodes to the wire. Since there is no sca
41 410021-3640/97/010041-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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inside the wire, the momentum flux in it is conserved. Therefore the electron–ele
interaction does not change the conductivity much, which raises the question of wh
or not it is possible to observe a Luttinger liquid in these mesoscopic systems.

We wish to call attention to the fact that the conclusion drawn above concerns
the steady-state conductivity in a linear regime. In a nonstationary regime, the cu
response measured in an external~with respect to the mesoscopic system under stu!
circuit depends on the charge distribution inside this system.1 Therefore, the dynamic
current response of a mesoscopic structure with a quantum wire is largely determin
electron transport in the quantum wire, and features characteristic of a Luttinger
should be manifested in it. To study these features, this letter examines the dy
conductivity of an open mesoscopic system in the Luttinger-liquid model.

2. Let us consider a mesoscopic system in the form of a quantum channel conn
two electron reservoirs to which a low-amplitude ac voltage is applied~Fig. 1!. The
electrons in the high-conductivity reservoirs can be regarded as free, while in the
tum channel the electron–electron interaction is important. Following the approa
Refs. 7–9, we shall consider the entire system to be a nonuniform Luttinger liquid. I
reservoirs (x,2L/2 and x.L/2) one hasK51 and v5vF0, while in the channel
(2L/2,x,L/2) KÞ1 andv5vF /K.

The approach based on the Luttinger-liquid model permits describing low-en
excitations in a one-dimensional gas of interacting electrons by means of a bosonic
field F(x,t).2,3 To clarify the characteristic features of the dynamic conductivity wh
are associated with the electron–electron interaction, we shall employ the simples
ant of the theory, in which the electron–electron interaction is considered to be s
ranged, transfer processes are neglected, and spin effects are ignored. These assu
are justified for a one-dimensional electron gas in semiconductor nanostructures.
case, the bosonized Hamiltonian of the interacting electrons has the form

H05
1

8pE2L/2

L/2

dx vF 1

KS ]F

]x D 2

1Kp2P2G ,
whereP is the generalized momentum conjugate toF. The interaction parameterK can
be estimated as

K5~11U/2«F!21/2,

FIG. 1. Mesoscopic structure with a quantum wire. The wavy lines depict the propagation of bosonic e
tions generated by an ac electric field.
42 42JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 V. A. Sablikov and B. S. Shchamkhalova
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whereU is the interaction potential for neighboring electrons and«F is the Fermi energy.

The charge densityr(x,t) and the electronic currentj (x,t) are expressed in terms o
F(x,t) as

r~x,t !52
e

2p

]F

]x
, j ~x,t !5

e

2p

]F

]t
. ~1!

The equation of motion for the bosonic fieldF(x,t) in the presence of an externa
electric fieldE(x,t) has the form

]

]tS 1

Kv
]F

]t D2
]

]xS v
K

]F

]x D5 2eE~x,t !. ~2!

The fieldF(x,t) and (v/K)(]F(x,t)/]x) must be continuous at the limitsx56L/2.

3. To solve Eq.~2!, we assume that there is no fieldE(x,t) in the electrodes and tha
E(x,t)5E(x)exp(2ivt) in the channel. The fieldE(x) in the channel is determined b
the charge induced on the surfaces of the current-lead electrodes~assuming ideal con-
ductors! and in the channel by the external voltage source. If the electrodes are ma
formations~compared with the size of the channel!, then the surface charges domina
and the fieldE(x) produced by them is determined by the geometry of the electro
Equation~2! can be solved for any functionE(x), but for concreteness we shall prese
below the results for the case whenE(x) 5 const, which corresponds to a plane–para
electrode geometry in a region of the order ofL in size.b!

Inside the quantum channel (2L/2,x,L/2) the solution has the form

^F~x,t !&5
2evKE

v2 F211
K cos~qx!

K cos~qL/2!2 i sin~qL/2!Ge2 ivt, ~3!

whereq5v/v. Outside the channel

^F~x,t !&5 i
2evKE

v2

sin~qL/2!

K cos~qL/2!2 i sin~qL/2!
ei [q0~7x2L/2!2vt] , ~4!

where q05v/vF0, the upper sign corresponds tox,2L/2, and the lower sign corre
sponds tox.L/2.

The current in the external circuit, from which the conductivity is determined, is
sum of the current flowing through the channel

j 5
1

Va
E

2L/2

L/2

dx E~x!^ j ~x,t !& ~5!

and the displacement current through the interelectrode capacitance. In what follow
shall consider only the conductivity due to the channel.

Using Eqs.~5!, ~3!, and~1!, we find the admittance

Y~v!5
2e2K

hqL F i 1
12r

qL

12eiqL

12reiqLG ,
43 43JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 V. A. Sablikov and B. S. Shchamkhalova
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wherer 5(12K)/(11K) is the reflection coefficient for bosonic excitations at the co
tacts of the channel with the electrodes at the pointsx56L/2.

In the limit v→0, the admittance approaches the interaction-independent v
Y05e2/h; this corresponds to Refs. 7–9. However, the electron–electron intera
becomes important in the dynamic regime. It is especially strongly manifested in
frequency dependence of the impedanceZ(v)51/Y(v).

The frequency dependence of the real part of the impedance is shown in Fig.
three values of the interaction parameterK. In the absence of an electron–electron int
action (K51), the result is identical to the calculation performed in Ref. 10 by mean
a direct solution of the single-electron Schro¨dinger equation.

In all cases ReZ is oscillatory, vanishing at the resonance frequenciesvn52pnv/L
(n51, 2, . . .) determined by the time of flight of the electrons through the channel
the interaction-renormalized velocityv5vF /K. We call attention to the fact that in Fig
2 the normalization of the frequency depends onK, i.e., it is different for different curves
and is chosen so that the dimensionless resonance frequencies would coincide
representation of the plots shows well the effect of the electron–electron interactio
the frequency dependence of ReZ. Interelectronic repulsion increases the resistance
narrows the resonances at which the resistance decreases. Conversely, interele
attraction decreases the resistance and broadens the resonances, causing resistan
to appear at the frequencies;2p(n11/2)v/L. It is interesting that the value of ReZ at
these frequencies does not depend on the interaction and equalsh/e2.

The influence of the electron–electron interaction on the frequency dependen
the impedance is due to the reflection of bosonic excitations, generated by the e
field in the channel, from the channel–electrode boundaries. Charge waves appea
channel under the action of an ac electric field. They also exist in the absence
electron–electron interaction,10 but in this case bosonic excitations are not reflected fr
the boundaries. The interaction of the electrons~more accurately speaking, the spat
nonuniformity of the interaction parameterK) leads to a reflection of the waves of th
bosonic field from the boundaries and interference of the waves in the quantum ch

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of ReZ for a repulsive electron–electron interaction (K50.2), for an attractive
interelectronic attraction (K55), and in the absence of an interaction~dashed line!.
44 44JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 V. A. Sablikov and B. S. Shchamkhalova
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as a result of which the charge density and current change. The charge density
channel equals

^r~x,t !&5
eKE

pv

K sin~qx!

K cos~qL/2!2 i sin~qL/2!
e2 ivt. ~6!

As one can see from this expression, an interelectronic repulsion (K,1) decreases
r and the current, while an interelectronic attraction produces the opposite effect.

Under resonance conditions an integral number of charge waves fit into the ch
As one can see from Eqs.~3! and ~4!, in this caseF(x,t) and the charge density ar
concentrated only in the channel, andF50 outside the channel. The electron transp
current through the boundary of the channel with the contacts equals zero. The c
density is redistributed in time only inside the channel, and since dissipation in
channel was neglected in our calculation, ReY and ReZ vanish under resonance cond
tions.

With the exception of a small region of low frequencies where ImZ .0 for K.1,
the imaginary part of the impedance is practically always negative. The frequenc
pendences of ImZ for different cases of the electron–electron interaction are show
Fig. 3.

A negative sign of ImZ signifies that the current lags the applied voltage in ph
and that the reactive component of the impedance is inductive. It is interesting that
case of a repulsive interaction ImZ is approximately proportional to the frequency, so th
the effective inductance is frequency-independent:

Leff5hL/2e2vF .

The phase delay of the current is evidently due to the lag of the electron transp
the channel.

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of ImZ for a repulsive electron–electron interaction (K50.2), for an attractive
interelectronic attraction (K55), and in the absence of an interaction~dashed curve!. The frequency is nor-
malized to the time of flight of electrons with the Fermi velocity, which is the same for all curves.
45 45JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 V. A. Sablikov and B. S. Shchamkhalova
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Mesoscopic structures with quantum wires in semiconductors are of interest fo
experimental investigation of the electron–electron interaction, since«F and correspond-
ingly the interaction parameterK can be measured with a field-effect electrode. Var
tions of K can be observed in the frequency dependences of the impedance.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
96-02-18276! and the Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Program ‘‘Physic
Solid-State Nanostructures’’~Grant No. 97-1054!.

a!e-mail: vas199@ire216.msk.su
b!The question of the effect of a nonuniformity of the field on the dynamic conductivity of noninterac

electrodes was studied in Ref. 10.
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Splitting of transverse optical phonon modes localized
in GaAs quantum wires on a faceted „311…A surface

V. A. Volodin,a) M. D. Efremov, V. Ya. Prints, V. V. Preobrazhenski ,
B. R. Semyagin, and A. O. Govorov
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 27 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 45–48~10 July 1997!

The energy splitting of fundamental localized transverse optical~TO1!
phonon modes in GaAs/AlAs superlattices and quantum wires grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy on a faceted~311!A GaAs surface is ob-
served by Raman spectroscopy. The form of the Raman scattering ten-
sor makes it possible to observe the TOx and TOy modes separately,
using different scattering geometries~the y and x axes are the direc-
tions of displacement of the atoms and are directed parallel and trans-
verse to the facets on the~311!A surface!. Enhancement of the splitting
of the TO1x and TO1y modes is observed as the average thickness of
the GaAs layers is decreased from 21 to 8.5 Å. The splitting is probably
due to the effect of the corrugation of the GaAs/AlAs~311!A hetero-
interface on the properties of localized phonon modes. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!01013-5#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ey, 73.20.Dx, 63.22.1m

A topical problem in modern solid-state physics is the production and stud
nanometer-size one- and zero-dimensional quantum objects~quantum wires and dots!.
On account of the limitations of modern lithography there is great interest in using
properties of self-organizing systems to obtain nanometer objects with reproducible
and size in a planar direction. For this, the faceting of high-index GaAs surfaces
promising direction. Faceting of a~311!A GaAs surface~appearance on it of a periodi
array of microfacets in the~2̄33! direction with period 32 Å in the~011̄! direction! was
observed1–3 at the beginning of the 1990s and has been confirmed by many autho4–8

According to the data obtained by different authors, the microfacets are 10.2 Å~Refs.
1–3! or 3.4 Å ~Refs. 5 and 6! high. This letter focuses mainly on the properties
transverse optical phonons in thin GaAs layers with a corrugated heterointerface an
periodic array of phonon-isolated GaAs quantum wires. Analysis of the frequenci
localized optical phonons can supplement existing published data on the structu
microfacets on a~311!A GaAs surface. The production of a periodic array of quant
wires by joining of microfacets during heteroepitaxial growth of ultrathin layers by m
lecular beam epitaxy presupposes the appearance of anisotropy of the properties
electronic and phonon subsystems in this system. The characteristic features of th
tronic spectrum and carrier transport in such structures have been studied both th
cally and experimentally. Specifically, conductivity anisotropy in directions parallel
47 470021-3640/97/010047-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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transverse to the facets, which persists all the way up to a temperature of 500 K, ha
observed in them.9 The properties of phonons in superlattices on a~311!A surface were
investigated in Refs. 10–13. However, a detailed investigation was performed main
relatively thick GaAs and AlAs layers~16 and more monolayers!,10–12while the strongest
manifestation of the anisotropy of phonon properties should occur in the case whe
thicknesses of the layers are comparable to the height of the microfacets. In the p
work we attempted to use the polarization of transverse phonons in directions parall
transverse to quantum wires to observe the splitting of these modes in the case
additional planar symmetry due to the formation of an array of quantum wires.

The experimental structures were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on s
insulating GaAs~311!A substrates. The lateral superlattices consisted of periodic
repeating thickness-modulated~corrugated! GaAs and AlAs layers. The modulation pe
riod corresponds to the period of the microfacets~32 Å! and the modulation amplitude
corresponds to the depth of the microfacets. The average thickness of the AlAs laye
all samples was equal to 27 Å. The average thicknessesdGaAs of the GaAs layers in a
series of five samples was equal to 21, 18, 15, 11.3, and 8.5 Å. It should be noted th
the last two samples the average thickness of the GaAs layers is almost the same
less than the height of the microfacets of the GaAs/AlAs heterointerface in one o
models ~10.2 Å!,1–3 i.e., in this case the facets of neighboring AlAs layers proba
touched during the growth process and GaAs formed not a continuous corrugated
but rather a periodic array of isolated quantum wires. Each lateral superlattice con
75 periods and was covered with a protective GaAs layer. The experimental structur
described in greater detail in Ref. 13. The Raman scattering spectra~RSS! were recorded
in a quasi-backscattering geometry at room temperature using a spectrometer bas
DFS-52 double monochromator and an argon laser operating in the 488 nm mode

The RSS tensors for transverse optical phonons with different polarization in
case of backscattering from the~311! surface have the form12

TOx2
1

A2S 0 2d d

2d 0 0

d 0 0
D , TOy2

1

A2S 0 3d 3d

3d 0 22d

3d 22d 0
D .

The TOx and TOy modes correspond to phonon polarization with the atoms underg
displacements in theX (001̄) andY ( 2̄33) directions, i.e., transverse and parallel to t
facets, respectively; theZ axis is directed along the~311! direction. According to the
symmetry selection rules, the Raman scattering intensity is proportional to the sq
product of the polarization vector of the incident light, the RSS tensor, and the pola
tion vector of the scattered light. The incident or scattered light was polarized alon
vectorsx2(1/A2) (001̄) and y2(1/A22) ( 2̄33). Therefore, in theZ(YY) Z̄ geometry
~the axes outside the parentheses indicate the direction of the momentum and th
enclosed in parentheses the direction of the polarization of the incident and sca
photon! the Raman-scattering intensity in the TOy mode is proportional to
(54/11A22)2d2 and scattering in the TOx mode is forbidden, and in theZ(YX) Z̄ geom-
etry the Raman scattering intensity in the TOx mode is proportional to(2/11)d2 and
scattering in the TOy mode is forbidden,12 i.e., these two different modes are observed
48 48JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Volodin et al.
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two different geometries and they can therefore be resolved, to a high degree of acc
according to the position of the corresponding Raman peaks in the spectrum.

Figure 1 displays the spectra of Raman scattering by transverse optical mod
calized in GaAs for samples with adjacent GaAs layers 21 and 8.5 Å thick in diffe
scattering geometries. It is clearly seen that there is almost no splitting of the fundam
localized TO1y and TO1x modes for the sample withdGaAs521 Å ~Fig. 1a!, while a large
splitting of these modes is observed for the sample withdGaAs58.5 Å ~Fig. 1b!. It should
also be noted that the intensities of the peaks due to Raman scattering by the TOy and
TOx modes differ by a factor of 1.8 for superlattices withdGaAs521 Å. This ratio
decreases as the GaAs layers decrease in thickness and equals 1.5 for a superlatt
ultrathin GaAs layers (dGaAs58.5 Å!, while for bulk GaAs these peaks should differ
intensity by approximately a factor of 6, as was in fact observed for Raman scatt
from a GaAs~311!A substrate. Apparently, the change in the ratio of the Raman sca
ing intensities for the TOy and TOx modes for lateral superlattices is due to a change
the ratio of the total projections of the polarizable GaAs bonds in directions paralle
transverse to the facets as a result of modulation of the thickness of the layer alon
of the directions —~001̄!.

The position of each peak corresponding to Raman scattering by different fu
mental localized transverse optical modes was determined by approximating the e
mental spectra by a Gaussian curve and minimizing the standard deviation. The
sponding vibrational frequency was determined to an accuracy of approximatel
cm21. The data on the frequency splitting of the TO1 modes with different polariza
are displayed in Fig. 2 for all experimental samples. One can see that the splitting
two different TO1 modes increases with decreasing average thickness of the GaAs
the frequency of the TO1y mode ~in which the atoms vibrate in a direction along th
quantum wires! being higher than that of the TO1x mode~in which the atoms move in a
direction transverse to the quantum wires!. This effect is probably due to the corrugatio
of the heterointerface and not to the mixing of the TO modes with longitudinal mode
a result of the low symmetry of the~311! direction, since in this case, according

FIG. 1. Raman scattering spectra in the geometriesZ(YY) Z̄ ~solid line! andZ(YX) Z̄ ~dashed line! for samples
with dGaAs521 Å ~a! and 8.5 Å~b!.
49 49JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Volodin et al.
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calculations neglecting the corrugation, this effect is present only for modes with
vectors approximately at the center of the Brillouin zone.11 The increase in the splitting o
the TOx and TOy modes with decreasing average thickness of the GaAs layers~Fig. 2! is
apparently due to the appearance of separate GaAs quantum wires in the case
GaAs layers~rather than corrugated layers as in the case of relatively thick GaAs la
in lateral superlattices! and, correspondingly, the localization of optical phonons in
additional~lateral! direction. Although in this direction the GaAs wires lie very close
one another, the optical phonon modes should be localized in them, since the pene
depth of the optical phonons from GaAs in AlAs equals only one monolayer.14,15

It should be underscored that the observed frequency splitting of the TOy and TOx

modes enables us to assert that virtually the entire Raman scattering signal come
the lateral superlattice and not from the GaAs substrate, since for long-wavelength
tions allowed in Raman scattering from bulk GaAs these modes are degenerat
splitting of the transverse modes in bulk GaAs was not observed in the experimen
splitting of these modes was also confirmed in an experiment on Raman scatteri
samples with the protective GaAs layer removed and also in the case of speciall
pared membranes, with the GaAs substrate removed by selective etching and the
scattering signal from the lateral superlattice recorded on the AlAs buffer-layer sid

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 97-02-18422!. We are also grateful to the Scientific Council of the Institute
Semiconductor Physics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
supporting of these investigations by awarding V. A. Volodin a stipend for young sc
tists.

FIG. 2. Frequency splitting of the TO1y ~the atoms move in a direction parallel to the microfacets! and TO1x
~the atoms move in a direction transverse to the microfacets! modes as a function of the mean thickness of t
corrugated GaAs layers in a lateral superlattice.
50 50JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Volodin et al.
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Transport-current-induced unidirectional decrease of
spin-wave absorption in a magnet–superconductor
structure

Yu. V. Gulyaev, Yu. F. Ogrin, N. I. Polzikova,a) and A. O. Raevski 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 10390
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 28 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 49–52~10 July 1997!

The effect of a current on spin-wave propagation in a magnet–
superconductor layered structure is investigated experimentally. The
phenomenon of nonreciprocal ‘‘brightening’’ of the structure is ob-
served. It is shown that this phenomenon is due to the motion of hyp-
ervortices of magnetic flux in a Josephson medium. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!01113-X#

PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 75.30.Ds

The electrodynamic properties of superconductors in the field of a traveling w
are different from those in a uniform electromagnetic field. For example, in Refs. 1
2 it was shown that for a uniform superconducting film the complex high-freque
conductivity contains a contribution from the motion of Abrikosov vortices, which ar
due to both an ac current, induced by the traveling wave, and a dc transport cu
Those papers analyzed the absorption and intensification of a traveling spin wave~SW!
propagating in a layered magnet–superconductor structure in a direction perpendic
the transport current. However, this question has not been studied experimentally.

In the present work we have investigated experimentally the effect of the magn
and direction of the transport current on the change in the absorption of a spin wa
theoretical interpretation of the results is proposed in terms of a model involving
motion of hypervortices of magnetic flux in a Josephson medium.

The experimental structure consisted of an yttrium iron garnet~YIG! film and an
high-Tc superconductor film on suitable substrates. An epitaxial doped YIG film w
thicknessd532 mm and saturation magnetization 4pM05475 G at 77 K was used. Wire
transducers, 20mm in diameter, were placed on the YIG film to excite and receive S
The YBa2Cu3O72x films, prepared by cathodic sputtering, had thicknessesb513103–
1.53103 Å. The electrical parameters of the film were measured by the four-p
method. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of the films was of a me
character and close to linear with characteristic valuesr300'180 mV/cm andr100'45
mV/cm. The superconducting transition in the films occurred atTC'88 K. The critical
current density at 77 K was equal to 105 A/cm2. The high-Tc superconducting film was
clamped to the YIG film between the transducers. A magnetic field of 1.2 kOe
directed normal to the film planes. In this geometry, forward volume SWs, the lower
of whose spectrum was equal to 22 GHz, were excited. A dc transport current was p
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The size of the film in the dire
52 520021-3640/97/010052-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of current flow was equal toL51 cm and the size in the direction of wave propagat
was equal tol 50.5 cm.

The current–voltage~IV ! characteristicU(I ) of the structure was measured at tem
peratureT577 K. The absorption coefficient for the wave was determined accordin
the magnitude of the peaks in the amplitude–frequency characteristicsA(I ) of the struc-
ture, which were measured with different transport currents simultaneously with th
characteristic. The quantityA(I ) corresponds to the minimum total losses, consisting
purely magnetic losses in the YIG film, losses resulting from the conductivity of the h
Tc superconducting film, and conversion losses.

Figure 1 displays the IV characteristics of the film and a curve of the variation o
dampingDA(I )5A(I )2A(0). One can seethat a region of ‘‘brightening,’’ where the
damping of the wave is less than in the absence of a current, is present in the rang
100 mA to 180 mA. When the direction of propagation of the wave is reversed
damping increases monotonically. A similar change in the behavior of the dampin
SWs was observed with a fixed direction of the wave vectorq but with a change in the
direction of the transport current or magnetic field. When the directions of any
vectors of the triplet (H,I ,q… were reversed at the same time, the form of the curves
not change. This shows that the observed nonreciprocity of absorption is due t
dynamics of magnetic flux vortices in the superconductor. The electromagnetic field
SW produces an alternating density of vortices, which moves with velocityv}I3H
under the action of the transport current. In the geometry of the experiment,v is either
parallel or antiparallel to the phase velocityvph5v/q of the SW; this results in nonreci
procity of absorption.

Since the magnitudeH0 of the field corresponds to the region of a mixed state of
high-Tc superconducting film, it would be natural to assume that the effect is due t
motion of Abrikosov vortices. However, because of the high viscosity, their velocit
found to be<102 cm/s, which is much lower thanvph5107 cm/s. The penetration of the

FIG. 1. Current–voltage characteristicU(I ) of the structure (s) and the changeA(I )2A(0) in the absorption
of a spin wave in the case whenq andv are parallel~1! and antiparallel~* !.
53 53JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Gulyaev et al.
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magnetic field into the high-Tc superconducting film, which consists mainly of a syste
of superconducting granules connected by Josephson junctions, can occur not only
form of Abrikosov vortices but also in the form of Josephson vortices
hypervortices.3,4 These vortices do not possess a normal-phase core, and for this r
their velocity can be much higher than that of Abrikosov vortices. The existenc
hypervortices has been confirmed, for example, by experiments on the charact
radiation from bridge structures.5

Let us examine the contribution of hypervortices to SW absorption. The chan
the damping of the waveDA(I )524.3@q9(I )2q9(0)# l is determined by the imaginar
part of the wave numberq5q81 iq9, which is related with the frequencyv of the wave
by the relations6

q9~v8!5
Im v~q8!

]v8~q8!/]q8
, v85Re v~q8!, v~q!>vH1vm

qd

2

11x

21x
. ~1!

Here vH5vH02vm , vH05gH0 , vm54pgM0, g is the gyromagnetic ratio
x5b/ql2, l5@q21 l̃ 22#21/2 is the complex penetration depth of the electromagn
field of the wave into the conducting medium,l̃5@ i 34pvs/c2#21/2, and s5s8
1 is9 is the effective high-frequency conductivity. The parameterx equals the ratio of
the wavelength to the effective electromagnetic screening lengthl2/b of the thin film.
The relations presented above hold for the weakly damped (q9!q8) lowest mode of the
forward volume SW in the approximationsql!1, qd!1, andb/l!1, which hold under
the conditions of the experiment. We obtain an expression for the penetration depth
field in the film on the basis of the equations of electrodynamics of a Josep
medium7–10 and a self-consistent description of the motion of the vortices:11

l̃5S l j
2
• f ~ I !•m1@lC

2222ilF
22

•~12v/vph!#
21

122ilJ
2/lNb

2 D 1/2

, ~2!

lJ5S cF0

8p2 j C~d12lL!
D 1/2

, lF5S c2

2psFv D 1/2

,

lNb5~c2/2psNbv!1/2,

wherelJ is the Josephson penetration depth,F0 is the magnetic flux quantum,lL is the
London penetration depth,d is the average thickness of an intergranular interlayer,m<1
is the effective magnetic permeability of the medium,j C is the critical current density o
the contact,lC is the Campbell penetration depth determined by the pinning of vort
in a Josephson medium,lF is the penetration depth determined by the conductivitysF of
the viscous flow of the vortices,lNb is the skin-layer depth,sNb is the normal conduc-
tivity of the intergranular interlayers, andf (I )5(12I 2/I C

2 )21/2. The velocity of the hy-
pervortices isv5vFQ(I 2I CF), whereI CF is the critical vortex-pinning current,Q(x) is
a step function,vF>pc0AbI /4I C , c0 is the Swihart velocity, andb is the McCumber–
Stewart parameter.12 Sincec0>vph>108 cm/s, we obtainv/vph<1 for I CF,I ,I C .

Figure 2 displays the variation of the damping of a wave as a function ofx5I /I C for
different values oflJ and for v/vph520.3x, 1/sNb538.5 mV/cm, and 1/sF523
54 54JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Gulyaev et al.
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mV/cm. In the calculation,Q(x) was replaced by a ‘‘smeared’’ step; physically, th
signifies averaging over the distribution of the pinning currents of different granules
presence of the factor (12v/vph) in Eq. ~2! results, for antiparallel velocities, in a
effective increase of the conductivitysF of the vortices; this gives a monotonic decrea
of absorption with increasingx. At the same time, asx2→1 the absorption should grow
without bound as a result of an effective increase in the Josephson depthlJ . The com-
petition between these effects results in a minimum in the total absorption forI<I C ,
which gives the observed ‘‘brightening’’ of the structure. When the velocities are p
lel, the conductivity of the vortices effectively decreases and the total absorption
increase monotonically. Therefore the observed nonreciprocity of absorption is sa
torily explained by the motion of hypervortices.

We thank I. M. Kotelyanski� for providing the high-Tc superconducting films.
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FIG. 2. Contribution of the motion of hypervortices to the absorption of a spin wave: Solid curv
lJ51.2631024 cm; dot-dashed curve —lJ51.7931024 cm; dashed curve —lJ52.5331024 cm.
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Concerning the two magnetic correlation lengths above
Tc in an Invar iron–nickel alloy

S. V. Grigor’ev,a) S. A. Klimko, S. V. Maleev, A. I. Okorokov,
and V. V. Runov
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 188350
Gatchina, St. Petersburg, Russia

R. Kampmann and H. Eckerlebe
GKSS Forschungszentrum, 21502 Geesthacht, Germany

~Submitted 2 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 53–57~10 July 1997!

The magnetic phase transition in the Invar alloy Fe70Ni30 is investigated
by means of small-angle neutron scattering over a wide range of mo-
mentum transfer. This method was used to measure two magnetic cor-
relation lengthsRc1 andRc2 which coexist in the alloy above the phase
transition temperatureTc . The critical correlations with correlation
lengthRc1 are described well by an Ornstein–Zernicke expression, and
the critical correlations with the second correlation length, an order of
magnitude larger thanRc2, are described well by a squared Ornstein–
Zernicke expression. The temperature dependences obtained for the
correlation lengths Rc1 and Rc2 satisfy the power law
Rc;((T2Tc)/Tc)

2n with critical exponents n150.6560.05 and
n251.360.1 for the shorter and longer scales, respectively. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!01213-4#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.50.Bb

The coexistence of two length scales of critical fluctuations near a phase transit
observed in a number of systems: SrTiO3 ~Refs. 1 and 2!, Ho ~Ref. 3!, RbCaF3 ~Ref. 4!,
KMnF3 ~Ref. 5!, Tb ~Ref. 6!, and UPd2Al3 ~Ref. 7!. Investigations of the structural an
magnetic phase transitions by x-ray and neutron diffraction methods have shown
narrow peak, superposed on an existing wide peak due to the ordinary critical scat
appears in the dependence of the scattering intensity on the momentum transfer ab
transition temperatureTc . The appearance of a narrow peak in this temperature ra
indicates the existence of a second, longer scale together with the ordinary charac
scale of the critical fluctuations. The appearance of a narrow component in the c
scattering was established with the aid of high-resolution x-ray systems.1 Later it was
shown that it is spatially localized within a 0.2 mm thick layer near the surface of
crystal6 and that its characteristic parameters depend strongly on the method used to
the surface.7 The ordinary fluctuations are uniformly distributed over the entire volume
the sample. At the same time, experiments with RbCaF3 ~Ref. 4! and KMnF3 ~Ref. 5!,
which undergo a first-order phase transition which is nearly second-order, showed
these crystals the second scale is observed as a bulk effect. It follows from the e
ments performed with the materials studied that the strong interaction of the e
56 560021-3640/97/010056-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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strains and order parameter apparently leads to the appearance of a narrow peak
critical scattering above the transition temperature. A review of this problem, tog
with experimental data and possible explanations of this phenomenon, has recentl
given in Ref. 8.

In Ref. 9 we established, by measuring simultaneously the small-angle ne
scattering and the depolarization of a transmitted neutron beam, that two length sc
magnetic correlations are present above the Curie pointTc in the Invar alloy Fe75Ni25

~with the addition of 0.7% carbon!, which possesses fcc structure. It should be noted
the alloys of Fe and Ni with Invar composition are fundamentally disordered syste10

The anomalous behavior of the linear thermal expansion coefficient and Young’s m
lus in the temperature range from 0 K up to themagnetic phase transition temperatureTc

shows that the magnetic and volume characteristics of Invar alloys are strongly co
Apparently, the appearance of a second magnetic correlation length at temper
T.Tc is due to the strong interaction of the disordered magnetic subsystem with e
strains near the transition temperature. In the present work we measured, using
angle neutron scattering over a wide range of momentum transferqP@231023–
531021]Å 21, the temperature dependence of the two scale lengths of magnetic c
lations in an Invar iron–nickel alloy aboveTc and we found the critical exponents of bo
scales. It is also shown that the correlation functions of different scales differ strong
form and can be described for the short and long scales by an Ornstein–Zernicke e
sion and the square of such an expression, respectively.

This letter reports measurements of the cross section for small-angle scatter
polarized neutrons by a polycrystalline sample of a fcc carbon-doped~0.1 at. %! iron-
nickel alloy Fe70Ni30. The sample was produced in an argon atmosphere in an indu
furnace. It was homogenized at 1200 °C for 4 h and then quenched in water. The f
structure of the sample was proved by the method of neutron diffraction on a m
SFINKS system.11 The experiments were performed on a SANS-2 small-angle polari
neutron scattering setup in the FRG-1 reactor at GKSS, Geesthacht, Germany. Th
tem is equipped with a X–Y position-sensitive detector (80380 cells with dimensions of
737 mm!, which can be placed at distances ranging from 1.5 to 21.5 m after the sa
thereby making it possible to perform measurements in a wide range of mome
transfer. The scattered neutrons were detected in the range 231023<q<531021 Å21

with a step Dq5231024 Å21. The spectrum-averaged wavelength isl55.1 Å
(dl/l50.1). The instrumental resolution of the apparatus~half width at half maximum!
equals 531024 Å21. The magnetic scattering intensityI s analyzed in the present wor
was determined as the excess above the nuclear scattering, for which the scattering
fcc lattice of the alloy in a paramagnetic state atTp5400 K was used:

I s~T,q!5I ~T,q!2I ~Tp ,q!. ~1!

The temperature measurements were performed in a helium-filled furnace in a
temperature range near the transition temperatureTc (TP@290,340#) with a 5 K step and
0.1 K stabilization.

Figure 1 displays a typical~for the alloy investigated! form of the magnetic differ-
ential small-angle scattering cross sectionds/dV at T5313 K, normalized to the volume
of the sample, as a function of the momentum transferq in double-logarithmic coordi-
57 57JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Grigor’ev et al.
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nates. It is clearly seen from the figure that there exist two different ranges ofq where the
small-angle scattering cross sectionds/dV is described by different scattering lawsq2n.
In the regionq<q0 ~whereq0'1022 Å21 is the point of the bend in theq dependence
of the cross section! the exponentn of the scattering law is close to 4, while in the regio
q>q0 the exponentn is approximately 2. This form of the functionds/dV demonstrates
the presence of two magnetic correlation functions of different form which charact
the system near the Curie temperature. Each correlation function dominates in the
sponding range of momentum transfer. This indicates, in turn, a large difference i
correlation lengths. We conjectured that the scattering cross section in the entire ra
q values can be described by a sum of the Ornstein–Zernicke expression and a s
Ornstein–Zernicke expression:

S ds

dV D ~q!5
A1

a0
2
•~q21k1

2!
1

A2

a0
4
•~q21k2

2!2
, ~2!

where a051 Å is a constant of the order of the interatomic distance,A1 and A2 are
scattering amplitudes with dimensions of a differential scattering cross section
k15Rc1

21 andk25Rc2
21 are the reciprocals of the short and long correlation lengths. Ax2

fit of the data, taking account of the resolution function, gives with good reliab
(x2'1) the values of the parametersA1 , A2 , k1 , andk2 and their temperature depen
dences. The results are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.

The amplitudesA1 andA2 increase with decreasing temperature, and their abso
values differ by two to three orders of magnitude. The quantitiesk1

2 andk2
2 decrease with

temperature. AtT5295 K the value ofk2
2 becomes close to 0 to within the resolutio

limits of the apparatus, andk1
2 at this temperature is the same as the value measure

T5303 K. In our opinion, the second-order phase transition is disrupted in this tem
ture range.

FIG. 1. Small-angle scattering cross sectionds/dV as a function of the momentum transferq at T5313 K for
Fe70Ni30 .
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Assuming that both correlation lengths are normalized to the same temperaturTc ,
we can write

k1c
2 5k01

2 t2n1, k2c
2 5k02

2 t2n2, ~3!

where n1,2 are the critical exponents andt5(T2Tc)/Tc is the reduced temperature
Taking the logarithms of both equations, and expressing ln(t) from one equation, substi
tuting the expression obtained into the other equation, we obtain a linear re
ln k2c

2 5(n2 /n1)ln k1c
2 1 const. The slope of the straight-line plot of lnk2c

2 versus lnk1c
2

equals the ratio of the exponentsn2 /n1. Figure 4 displays lnk2c
2 versus lnk1c

2 and the line
(n2 /n1)51.9560.04. In other words, the critical exponentn1 of the short correlation
lengthRc1 is half the critical exponentn2 of the long correlation lengthRc2.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the scattering amplitudesA1 andA2.

FIG. 3. Squared reciprocalsk1
2 andk2

2 of the correlation lengths existing in the system versus temperaturT.
The solid curves show the computed dependences with the parameters obtained from ax2 fit.
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Similar arguments can be made for the amplitudesA1 andA2. A plot of ln A2 versus
ln A1 is displayed in Fig. 5. A clear linear dependence is observed, and the slope
straight line obtained from the curve equals 2.560.1.

The experimental temperature dependenceskc(1,2)
2 (T) were analyzed by fitting the

power law~3! with Tc5285 K. The following values were obtained for the paramete
k01

2 50.002460.0003 Å22, k02
2 50.000560.0001 Å22, n150.6460.03, and

n251.360.1. The computed dependenceskc(1,2)
2 (T) with the least-squares paramete

are displayed in Fig. 3~solid curves!.

We plan to continue the investigations of the two magnetic correlation lengths a

FIG. 4. lnk2c
2 versus lnk1c

2 . The slope of the straight line corresponds to the ration2 /n1 of the critical
exponents of different scale lengths and equals 1.9560.04.

FIG. 5. lnA2 versus lnA1. The slope of the straight line corresponds to the ratio of the critical exponents o
scattering amplitudes of different length scales and equals 2.560.1.
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Tc in an Invar alloy with the classical composition Fe65Ni35. However, we can already
say now that in order to understand the experimental data presented in this letter
tional efforts from theorists are required.
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Laser acceleration of electrons in a thin metal film

A. V. Zinov’eva) and A. V. Lugovsko 
Akadempribor Scientific and Production Association, 700143 Tashkent, Uzbekistan

~Submitted 12 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 8–12~10 July 1997!

A mechanism acceleration of electrons to relativistic velocities in a thin
metal film irradiated with ultrashort (tL<1 ps) high-power (I .1016

W/cm2) laser pulses is proposed. The acceleration is due to a resonance
action of the nonuniform field on a portion of the electrons, viz., those
which oscillate in the direction transverse to the film with a frequency
close to the frequency of the field. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00213-8#

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 73.61.At

The possibility of producing electromagnetic fields with relativistic intensities un
experimental conditions permits posing the problem of the efficient acceleration of
trons by an electromagnetic field and the construction of compact laser electron
erators based on such an acceleration. A number of methods for solving this pr
have now been proposed. A discussion of the possibilities and drawbacks of these
ods, as well as citations to the original works, can be found in Ref. 1. This letter exam
a new laser acceleration scheme based on the characteristic features of radiation
tion in an ultradense laser plasma — the rapid decay of the field in the direction int
plasma and the collisionless character of the electron motion when the energy
electron is of the order of or higher than the rest energymc2.

Let two laser pulses differing in phase byp be incident on the two sides of a met
film ~of thickness 2d) in the direction normal to the film~Fig. 1!. Let the x axis be
directed along the electric field vector, parallel to the surface, and let they axis be
directed perpendicular to the surface. In the general case, the dependence of the in
E(y,t) of the total field in the film on the coordinatey is determined by solving a
self-consistent problem for the electron gas in the film and for the electromagnetic
~as done, for example, in Refs. 2 and 3!. However, it follows from the symmetry of the
problem that the intensityE(y,t) of the total field in the film is an odd function ofy. The
qualitative form of this dependence is displayed in Fig. 1. If the film is thin (d!l, where
l is the wavelength of the radiation and, moreover,d is somewhat less than the depthl s

of the skin layer!, then the total intensityE(y,t) can be written as

E~y,t !5E0g~y! f ~ t !sin vt, ~1!

where

g~y!'g1~y1d!2g1~d2y!'2yls , 2d<y<d, ~2!

g1(y) describes the damping of a single laser pulse in the direction into the plasma,E0 is
the amplitude of the electric field of the wave, andf (t) is the envelope of the pulse.
6 60021-3640/97/010006-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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We shall assume that the pulse duration does not exceed several hundred fem
onds and the radiation power density is of the order of or greater than 1016 W/cm2. When
a film is irradiated with laser pulses with such intensity, the lattice atoms in the irradi
zone are completely ionized within a time of the order of several femtoseconds.4 The
delocalized-electron densityne can reach values of;1024 cm23. Furthermore, there is no
doubt that at such high intensities the film in the irradiation zone is completely destr
However, in view of the finite rate of energy exchange between the electronic subs
of the metal and the lattice, it can be assumed that the crystal lattice of the metal re
in an ordered state over times of the order of 100 fs. Without going into the details o
physics of the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with matter~a detailed discussion o
which can be found in the review in Ref. 4!, we note that the destruction of the film
accompanied by the formation of an expanding plasma cloud, will start after the
pulse ends and will not influence the character of the processes discussed in the
proposed here.

Since the Coulomb cross section decreases rapidly with increasing velocity o
colliding particles, for the laser radiation intensities considered here the radiati
absorbed in the anomalous skin-effect regime.5 The depth of the skin layer is determine
not only by the frequency but also by the intensity of the radiation, and in order to
the skin depth it is necessary to solve a self-consistent problem for the electrons a
field. In studying the present model we shall nonetheless assume thatl s remains un-
changed during the entire duration of the pulse and, as follows from Refs. 2 and 3
the order of 1027–1026 cm.

In a relatively weak field, when the magnetic field of the wave can be neglected
radiation acts only on the motion of an electron parallel to the surface in the directi
the electric field vector. The field does not change the character of the electron mot
the direction normal to the surface. An electron, reflecting from the film boundaries~the
reflection is assumed to be specular!, oscillates with periodTosc54dny , whereny is the
magnitude of the normal component of the electron velocity, in the direction norm
the surface and executes a translational motion with velocitynx in a direction parallel to
the surface.

If the frequencyvosc and phase of the oscillations of an electron are close to

FIG. 1. Diagram of an experiment on the laser acceleration of electrons in a thin film. The qualitative fo
the dependence of the intensity of the total electric field of the beams on the coordinatey is shown.
7 7JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 A. V. Zinov’ev and A. V. Lugovsko 
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frequency and phase of the field, then the electron will be continuously accele
Otherwise, in the case when the synchronism condition

vosc5v ~3!

does not hold, the phases of acceleration and retardation of the electron by the fie
compensate each other, and there will be no appreciable velocity increment.

This acceleration mechanism is based on the same principle as that of Wi¨e
linear accelerators6 — at the moment when the field direction reverses, the action of
field on the electron is screened. In the present case the screening is achieved
metal cylinders but rather by the damping of the field in the direction into the fi
Another close analogy to the laser acceleration effect in a thin film is cyclo
resonance.7

In contrast to the case of a linear accelerator, in describing the behavior o
electron gas in a thin film one must take scattering into account. Electron collisions
disrupt phase matching and thereby prevent the electrons in the field from continu
accumulating energy. At the same time, the electron collision frequency decreases r
as the electron energy increases. For example, at a velocityn;0.15c the electron–ion
collision frequencyne2 i52pZnee

4L/m2n3 is already;10213 s21 (Z is the nuclear
charge of a lattice atom andL is the Coulomb logarithm!, so that an electron with suc
a velocity does not undergo any collisions during a 100 fs pulse. Electron–ele
collisions can also be neglected, since their frequency isZ times less thanne2 i . There-
fore, for the relativistic field intensities assumed here, scattering in the film ca
neglected5 and the relativistic equations of motion8 can be used to estimate the accele
tion effect:

dnx

dt
5

e

m
A12

n2

c2H E~y~ t !,t !1
ny

c
H~y~ t !,t !2

nx
2

c2
E~y~ t !,t !J , ~4!

dny

dt
52

e

m
A12

n2

c2H nx

c
H~y~ t !,t !1

nxny

c2
E~y~ t !,t !J 1F~y!. ~5!

The termF(y) on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! permits taking account of electro
reflection from the inner surfaces of the film. Reflection will occur if the normal com
nentny of the electron velocity does not exceedncr5A2U0 /m (U0 is the height of the
potential barrier at the film–vacuum boundary!. However, ifny.ncr , then the electron
leaves the film. In the absence of a field,U0 is equal in order of magnitude to 10 eV
which corresponds toncr;23108 cm/s. It should be noted that the heightU0 of the
potential barrier can be different under irradiation. This could happen because of e
positive charge produced in the film as a result of electron emission, which is una
able at such high field intensities.

For relativistic velocities, in the general case, the action of the magnetic field o
motion of an electron can be comparable to that of the electric field, even whenny!c.
However, since the magnetic and electric fields of the wave are shifted by a qu
8 8JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 A. V. Zinov’ev and A. V. Lugovsko 
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period relative to one another and the field decays in the direction into the film, it ca
expected that even in the relativistic case a magnetic field will have very little effec
electrons moving in phase with the electric field.

To estimate the acceleration effect, we assume, without loss of generality, tha

y~ t !5d sin vt, ny5dv cosvt. ~6!

Averaging expression~4! over one period of the field with the use of expressions~6!, we
arrive at the equation

dnx

dt
5

eE0d

mls
S 12

n2

c2D 1/2S 12
nx

2

c2D f ~ t !,

which can be easily solved after separating variables:

nx~ t !5
A~ t !

A11A2~ t !
Ac22ny

2, A~ t !5
c

ny
tanS ny

c

eE0d

mcls
E

2`

t

f ~t!dt D . ~7!

Hence we obtain finallyA(`)'cny
21tan(eE0nytLd/mlsc

2). Expression~7! is applicable
if the transverse-velocity incrementDny due to the magnetic field is small (Dny,ncr!.
The restriction on the effect of a magnetic field stems not only from the fact tha
increase in the transverse velocity can result in emission of the accelerated electro
also, and most importantly, from the need to maintain the synchronism conditions
following estimate for the incrementDny can be obtained from Eq.~5!:

Dny~ t8!5E
t8

t81Tosc/4
dny'

eE0d

mv l s
f ~ t8!

nx~ t8!

c S 12S nx~ t8!

c D 2D 1/2

, t852pn/v,

nPZ. ~8!

It can also be shown that the increment to the transverse velocity over the next q
period, with the corresponding orientation of theH vector, is approximately equal to
2Dny , and therefore the average change in the transverse velocity over one oscilla
very small. The functionDny(t), calculated from Eq.~8! with expressions~7!, is plotted
in Fig. 2. It follows from this figure that for power densityI 51016 W•cm22 and pulse
durationtL5500 fs the maximum increment to the transverse velocity does not ex
0.3ny . The maximum possible longitudinal velocity of an electron equals 0.9994c.

It can be shown, taking account of the initial phase of the electron oscillations
the fraction of electrons accelerated is of the order ofDn/2ny . We shall estimate the
velocity intervalDn where acceleration is possible, assuming that the disruption o
electron phase over the duration of the pulse does not exceedp/2. Since the frequency o
the electron oscillations equalsvosc5pny/2d, we obtain Dn•tL<d. Therefore for
d'1.531027 cm, ny'23108 cm/s, andtL'500 fs a high-end estimate of the fractio
of accelerated electrons isd/2nytL'731023.

In summary, when a thin metal film is irradiated with powerful ultrashort la
pulses, a portion of the electrons in the film can be efficiently accelerated to relati
velocities. Certain difficulties could arise in the practical implementation of this met
From the synchronism condition and the restriction on the transverse velocity, it fo
9 9JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 A. V. Zinov’ev and A. V. Lugovsko 
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that the thickness of the film should be very small (;30–40 Å!. The electron reflection
from the film surface should be specular, which imposes stringent requirements o
quality. Furthermore, such a film is actually transparent at low field intensities, w
ionization of the atoms in the irradiation zone has not occurred and the electron d
is relatively low. Under the conditions of the proposed two-beam geometry, the tran
ency of the film makes it possible to relax somewhat the requirements on the contr
the laser pulses. However, this question also remains important, since at a power d
;1016 W/cm2 and contrast;1025, the amplitude of the prepulse is;1010 W/cm2, and
the fraction of the power density absorbed remains very high even with attenuation
factor of I s /d;10.

Some of the problems described above can be eliminated if the resonance con
is met for thicker films (d. l s). Since the film thickness is chosen so that 2d5pny /v,
an increase in film thickness can be achieved by decreasing the radiation frequenc
also note that the acceleration effect can be obtained by using films of thick
2(n11)d, wheren11 is the number of field oscillations occurring within one electr
oscillation. However, in this case the acceleration efficiency will be lower by a facto
2n.

a!e-mail: zinoviev@acpr.silk.org
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FIG. 2. A plot of the increment to the transverse velocity of an electron in one-fourth of the field period v
the time (v52310215 s21, d51.531027 cm!.
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Quantum-nondemolition measurement of the number
of photons in a microcavity

Yu. P. Malakyan and D. M. Petrosyan
Institute of Physical Studies, Armenian National Academy of Sciences, 378410 Ashta
Armenia

~Submitted 23 May 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 58–63~10 July 1997!

A new scheme for quantum-nondemolition measurement of the number
and statistics of photons in a microwave cavity on the basis of interfer-
ometry of strongly-controlledV atoms which interact by a dispersion
interaction with a cavity mode at a different transition is proposed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~97!01313-9#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Ar, 42.55.Sq

1. This letter proposes a new scheme for quantum-nondemolition measurem
the number of photons in a microcavity. The scheme is based on interferometryV
atoms which interact by a dispersion interaction with a cavity mode at the trans
1→3 ~Fig. 1! and are controlled by a coherent field at a neighboring transition 1→2. We
show that inside the cavity the dressed states of the system ‘‘atom1 coherent field’’
undergo different phase shifts which are induced by the quantum field and ther
depend on the number of photonsn in the cavity. When the appropriate conditions a
satisfied,n remains unchanged over the transit time of the atoms through the cavit
the same time, the phase shifts lead to observable effects in the distribution of
which leave the cavity in the states 1 and 2; this makes it possible to measure the n
of photons of the cavity field without changing its value. The dependence of the p
lations of the atomic levels on the phase shifts arises on account of the nonadi
switching on and off of the control field at the entrance and exit of the cavity; this re
in a strong mixing of the dressed states or Ramsey interference. Nondemolition me
ment of a small number of photons in a cavity has been discussed in Refs. 1–3. In
1 and 2, a Ramsey interferometry scheme in separated oscillatory fields was cons
for observing the dispersion phase shift of nonresonant Rydberg atoms. In our
throughout its entire flight through the cavity an atom interacts simultaneously with
a cavity mode and the Ramsey field; this is close to the experimental situatio
microcavities.4 We note that Ramsey-type interference, which is produced by nona
batic mixing of the upper and lower states of a two-level Rydberg atom, was observ
these experiments.

2. Let us consider the interaction of aV atom with the field of a single-mode cavit
at frequencyvc detuned from the frequency of the atomic transition 1→3 by the amount
Dc5v312vcÞ0. The atom is controlled by an external classical fieldE at the frequency
v15v21 ~Fig. 1a!, whose intracavity Rabi frequency equalsV05g0E/dc ~Refs. 5 and 6!,
whereg0 is the coupling constant between the atom and the electromagnetic field
transition 1→2 anddc5vc2v1 is the detuning of the fieldE from the cavity. Cavities
62 620021-3640/97/010062-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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with three openings for entrance and exit of atoms and for injection of an external
were recently used in experiments in Ref. 7.

Let us assume first that the cavity mode is in a Fock state withn photons. It is
obvious that the interaction with the atom does not changen, provided that both the
detuningsDc anddc are so large that as the atom passes through the cavity the ph
absorption on both transitions 1→2 and 1→3 can be neglected. A pair of dressed sta
of the system ‘‘atom1 classical field’’uC6&5 (1/A2) (u1&6u2&), which are split by an
amount equal to the Stark splitting 2V0 ~Fig. 1b!, is formed inside the cavity. In Ref. 6
it was shown that the transition rates of an atom fromuC6& into the level 3 with the
absorption of one cavity photon are equal to, respectively,

G65
g1

2kn

k21L6
2

. ~1!

Hereg1 is the coupling constant between the atom and the electromagnetic field
transition 1→3 andk is the rate of decay of the number of photons in the cavity:k!V0

andL656V02Dc . If the transit time of the atom through the cavity equalsT, then the
condition for a dispersion interaction at the transition 1→3 has the formG6T!1, which
in the case of large detuningDc@V0@k reduces to

g1
2nkT/Dc

2!1 ~2!

or

Dc@D th5g1~nkT!1/2. ~3!

The restriction ondc is stronger and follows from the obvious conditionv23@2V0,
which givesdc5v231Dc@V0.

Let us now consider the evolution of the atomic wave functions under the condi
described. In the experiment, the atoms are prepared and detected outside the cav
this reason, regions where both fields are switched on and off are present at the en
and exit from the cavity, and therefore the coupling constantsg0 andg1 for a monoki-
netic beam of atoms are functions of time, they are constant inside the cavity and

FIG. 1. Configuration of the levels of aV atom in the basis of bare~a! and dressed~b! states of the system.V0

is the Rabi frequency of the control field.
63 63JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 Yu. P. Malakyan and D. M. Petrosyan
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continuously in the cavity openings. However, if on account of a large detuningDc the
interaction with the cavity mode with moderate atom velocities is adiabatic everyw
then the switching on and off of a classical field which is in exact resonance with
atom is always of a nonadiabatic character. Let us represent the Rabi frequencyV(t) in
the form

V~ t !5H V05g0E/dc , 0<t<T

V03 f 1~ t !, 2`,t<0

V03 f 2~ t !, T<t<`

, ~4!

wheref 1,2(t) are normalized so thatf 1(0)5 f 2(T)51 andf 1(2`)5 f 2(`)50. Then the
atom, initially prepared in state 1 and passing through the region where the contro
is switched on, is in a superposition state

uF&5a1~0!u1&1a2~0!u2&, ~5!

where

a1~ t !5cosh1~ t !, a2~ t !52 i sin h1~ t ! ~6!

h1~ t !5E
2`

t

V~t!dt5V0 ,

t<0, is the area of the the field envelope in this region. The equation~5! describes the
Ramsey interference due to nonadiabatic interaction of the atoms with the fieldE. Inside
the cavity it is convenient to switch to a basis of dressed states, representinguF& in the
form

uF&5b1~0!uC1&1b2~0!uC2&, ~7!

where

b6~ t !5
1

A2
@a1~ t !6a2~ t !#, 0<t<T. ~8!

Using the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the atom with the quantum fie
the cavity in a basis of dressed states6 and also Eq.~6! as initial conditions, we easily find
the amplitudesb6(T):

b6~T!5b6~0!d7~T!1 i
r

w
exp~ irT !sin~wT!b7~0!, ~9!

wherer 5g1
2n/(2Dc), w5Ar 21V0

2, and

d6~T!5Fcos~wT!6 i
r

w
sin~wT!G exp~ irT !.

We note that in Eq.~9! the cavity-field-induced phase shifts of the statesuC6& are taken
into account to all orders. It is also easy to verify that

ub1~T!u21ub2~T!u25ub1~0!u21ub2~0!u251,
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i.e., the level 3 is not excited by absorption of a photon from the cavity field and ther
the number of photonsn is conserved.

The amplitudesa1,2(T) of the bare states are obtained by an inverse transforma
from Eq. ~8!. Using them as initial conditions for the Schro¨dinger equation in the region
t>T, we find the solution for these amplitudes at the detector, i.e., in the limitt→`:

a1,2~`!5a1,2~T!cosh2~`!2 ia2,1~T!sinh2~`!, ~10!

where

h2~ t !5V0 E
T

t

f 2~t!dt,

t<T, is the area of the envelope of the control field in the region where the fie
switched off. The secondary Ramsey interference at the exit from the cavity mak
possible to preserve information about the phase shifts in the populations of the a
levelsPi(`)5uai(`)u2, i 51, 2, which are measured in the experiment as a function
the numbern of photons, the detuningDc , and the transit timeT of the atoms. If the
cavity field is not in a Fock state, then the probability of counting atoms as a functio
Dc is measured in the experiment as an average over the photon distributionp(n):

Pi~Dc ,t !5(
n

p~n!Pi~`,n,Dc ,T!. ~11!

In a real experiment, however, we deal with a thermal beam of Rydberg atoms
thereforePi(Dc ,T) must also be averaged over the velocities of the atoms or ove
transit timesT5L/v, whereL is the cavity length andv is the velocity of the atoms. It
must be kept in mind, however, that the dependence ofPi on the photon statistics
vanishes under such averaging, if the temporal distribution has a width greater thar 21

or if the width of the velocity distribution of the atoms is greater thanDv5v0
2(Lr )21,

wherev0 is the most probable velocity of the atoms. We shall estimateDv on the basis
of the following considerations. It is known that random electromagnetic fields loca
in cavity openings result in uncontrollable Ramsey interference for incoming and o
ing atoms.4 This effect is absent for slow atoms, whose interaction with random fields
be assumed to be adiabatic. Under the conditions of the experiment performed in R
the time of flight of these atoms is of the order of 831025 s, which with L>2.5 cm
corresponds to velocitiesv0 >300 m/s. In further estimates, for reliability, we tak
T>431024 s. Since the coupling constantg1 for Rydberg atoms is ordinarily equal t
105 s21, for n>10, Dc>200 kHz, and correspondinglyr >23105 s21, we find that the
ratio Dv/v0 equals several percent~see also Ref. 8!. Then velocity averaging has virtu
ally no effect on the final results. Therefore, fixingv0, we can chooseV0 so that
h1(0)5h2(`)5p/2. As a result, we obtain simple expressions for the populations o
atoms. Specifically, in the case of a cavity mode in a Fock state we have forPi

P25
V0

2

w2
sin2S w

L

n0
D , P1512P2 . ~12!

For vc>20250 GHz and cavityQ>109, which corresponds to dampingk>10225 Hz,
we find from Eq.~3! with n510 thatD th>20230 kHz. In Fig. 2 we displayP2 ~11! and
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~12! versus the detuningDc for Dc>100 Hz and three states of the cavity field. One c
see that in all cases the oscillations inP2 vanish with increasingDc in the region where
r ,V0, i.e., when the frequency of the oscillations of the dipole moment which
induced by the cavity field become less than the frequency of the oscillations o
dipole moment of the dressed states. As follows from Fig. 2b, the coherent and th
distributions are manifested completely differently. This makes it possible to disting
these two states of the field easily.

We now note that since every measurement changes the quantum state of th
even though it leaves unchanged the numbern of photons a measurement of the phot
statistics on the basis of the mechanism presented above presumes that the p
distribution of the photons is restored after each separate atom is detected. Howe
this is not done, then the proposed scheme makes it possible to stimulate a Fock s
a manner similar to Refs. 2 and 3. Figure 3 displays the results of numerical calcula
for the collapse of the initial coherent photon distribution with^n&57 into a Fock state
with n54. To simulate the measurements we used the parametersg1563104 s21,
V05100 kHz, andT5531024 s21. After the field in the cavity is found to be in a sta

FIG. 2. Population of the upper level 2 of a monokinetic atomic beam at the exit from the cavity as a fu
of the detuningDc ~in units of 4V0, V0550 kHz!: a — Cavity field in a Fock state:n510 ~dashed curve! and
n525 ~solid curve!; b — coherent field~dashed curve! and thermal field~solid curve!. The average number o
photons in the last two cases is^n&510.
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with a fixed number of photons, repeated atomic measurements during a time longe
the decay time in the cavity should reveal quantum jumps in the state of the field. T
questions will be discussed in detail elsewhere.
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 3. DistributionP(n) of the number of photons in the cavity, showing the collapse of the initial cohe
cavity field with ^n&57 into a Fock state withn54 after successive detection ofN51, 5, and 15 atoms.
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Quantum cryptography based on homodyne detection
(vacuum-state cryptosystem)

S. N. Molotkov and S. S. Nazin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 3 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 1, 64–68~10 July 1997!

A new protocol is proposed for quantum cryptography. The protocol is
based on the use of a set of measurements which make it possible to
reconstruct completely the density matrix — the information carrier —
of a physical system. Such a protocol can be implemented by means of
homodyne detection~well known in quantum optics! of an electromag-
netic field. An example is given of a quantum cryptosystem in which
the vacuum state of the photon field is used as one of two information
states. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7761~97!01413-3#

PACS numbers: 42.50.2p

The information carriers in quantum cryptography are quantum states. Inform
is extracted as a result of measurements performed on these states. The logical 0
correspond to transmissions of the density matricesr̂05uc0&^c0u and r̂15uc1&^c1u ~in
what follows we confine our attention to pure states only!, respectively, from userA to
userB along a quantum communication channel. Secrecy in quantum cryptograp
based on the fact that for a pair of nonorthogonal states it is impossible to obtain
information without perturbing the states.1,2 To be more precise, if it is unknown in
advance which of two nonorthogonal states is subjected to a measurement, the
impossible to make a positive~with probability 1! assertion about the state. Any pair
nonorthogonal states can be used as information carriers.2 The operators

P̄0512uc0&^c0u512 r̂0 , P̄1512uc1&^c1u512 r̂1 ~1!

were used in the initial key generation protocol2 in a noise-free channel. These projecto
possess the obvious properties

Tr$r̂0P̄0%[0, Tr$r̂1P̄1%[0. ~2!

To generate the key usersA andB employ, besides a quantum communication chan
an auxiliary open~accessible to all! channel along which userA reports to userB the
content of a portion of the transmissions. A comparison made by userB of the transmit-
ted states and the measurement results makes it possible to discover eavesdrop
tempts. For example, if userA transmitted a stater̂0 and an eavesdropper interpreted th
state asr̂1 ~because of the impossibility of reliably distinguishingr̂0 from r̂1) and
68 680021-3640/97/010068-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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retransmittedr̂1 to userB, then a measurement of an observable corresponding to
projectorP̄0 performed on this state can give a nonzero result with probability

Tr$r̂0P̄1%512u^c0uc1&u2Þ0. ~3!

This result is statistical in the sense that a nonzero result is guaranteed for a suffic
long series of measurements, though a zero result can also be obtained in each ind
measurement. In a noise-free channel the first nonzero result is sufficient for disco
eavesdropping. However, this ‘‘first’’ nonzero outcome may not occur in the first m
surement.

So far, the information carriers used in real quantum cryptosystems have been
ton states. For them, the implementation of an experimental measurement proc
corresponding to the projectorsP̄0,1 is a nontrivial problem. Our idea is to not use th
projectors~1! for measurements but to use instead a set of measurementsM u which make
it possible to reconstruct completely the state of the quantum system from the resu
a large number of measurements with different values ofu. For example, in the method
of homodyne detection of an electromagnetic field, which is based on the measurem
the quadrature component of the field, the following identity for the density matrix o
field is used:3–5

r̂[E d2a

p
Tr$r̂D̂1~a!%D̂~a!, ~4!

whereD̂(a)5exp(2aa11a*a) anda1 anda are creation and annihilation operators f
the corresponding mode of the field. Changing to polar coordinatesa5 ( i /2) k exp(iu),
one can rewrite Eq.~4! in the form

r̂5E
0

p du

p E
2`

` dkuku
4 E

2`

`

dx p~x,u!exp~2 ik~ x̂~u!2x!!, ~5!

wherex̂(u)5(a1exp(iu)1a exp(2iu))/2 is a quadrature variable for the photon field a
the angleu is the phase of the test field, which is set by the measuring apparatus
trace in Eq.~4! is calculated in a basis of eigenstates of the quadrature variable$ux&u%,
andp(x,u)5u^xur̂ux&u . The probability densityp(x,u) of the quadrature component
an experimentally measured quantity in the method of homodyne tomography.6 Therefore
the quantityp(x,u) completely determines the initial density matrix.

In the proposed cryptosystem the protocol is as follows. Let userA transmit the state
r̂0 or r̂1 ~0 or 1!. UserB randomly selects a value ofu and performs a measurementM u .
In so doing he obtains the resultx ~for simplicity, we assume that for all measuremen
M u the spaces of the results are identical to the set of real numbers!. After a series of
measurements has been performed, userA reports for some of the measurements~for
example, half! to userB along an open channel the number of measurements in whic
stater̂0 was transmitted. UserB arranges his data in two arrays. Data for the number
measurements in which the stater̂0 was transmitted are present in one array and data
measurements referring to the stater̂1 are present in the other array. Then a sufficien
long series of measurements will give userB an estimate for the distribution function
69 69JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 S. N. Molotkov and S. S. Nazin
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p0,1(x,u) for fixed u in the statesr̂0 andr̂1. The accuracy of this estimate will be highe
the longer the series of measurements and can be obtained from the law of large nu

Let us now consider the measurements performed by userB on the stater̂0. The
resultsx obtained by userB in this case for fixedu are described by the random variab
j with probability densityp0(x,u) and the corresponding distribution function

P~x,u!5 Pr$j<x%5E
2`

x

p~j,u!dj.

The pair (j,x) fixes a discrete random quantityz which takes on the values 1 or
depending on whether or not the inequalityj<x is satisfied. In real experiments th
number of measurements is always finite. Therefore userB has available a set ofN
identical independent random quantitiesj i ( i 51 . . .N) with fixed u. A series ofN mea-
surements gives the random quantityPN* (x,u)5(1/N)( i 51

N z i with the distribution

PrH PN* ~x,u!5
k

NJ 5S N
k D P~x,u!k@12P~x,u!#N2k. ~6!

If the distribution functionP(x,u) is continuous, then Kolmogorov’s theorem7,8 gives a
measure of the deviation of the empirical distribution function from the true functio

lim
N→`

Pr$ANdN
1<z%5 lim

N→`

Pr$ANdN
2<z%512exp~22z2! ~7!

for any z, and

dN
656 sup

2`,x,`

@PN* ~x,u!2P~x,u!#.

Therefore Kolmogorov’s theorem makes it possible to give the limits within which
distribution functionPN* (x,u) lies with probability as close to 1 as desired immediat
for all values of the argument. If it has been observed for the open part of the mea
ments that one of the inequalitiesANdN

1<zANdN
2<z is violated for some values ofN

andz, then this indicates the presence of eavesdropping~the converse is not true!.

We note that even in the protocol of Ref. 2 the hypothesis that there is no e
dropping must also be accepted according to some statistical criterion. Indeed,
assume that after a discussion through an open channel userB distinguished a group o
N0 test measurements in which userA transmitted the stater̂0 and userB measured the
observableP̄0. If there was no eavesdropping, then a zero result should be obtained
N0 measurements. However, if a zero result was obtained in all measurements, th
does not at all mean that there is no eavesdropping, since there is a nonzero,
small, probability that the eavesdropper correctly guessed the state transmitted byA
in all test transmissions.

Let us now consider the secrecy of the proposed protocol. To prove secrecy
necessary to show that there do not exist measurements which an eavesdropp
perform and, based on the results, transmit to userB instead of the intercepted state
other density matrices selected so that their mixture on the stater̂0 ( r̂1) equalsr̂0 ( r̂1).
In our case the impossibility of the existence of such measurements is obvious, sin
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pure statesr̂0 andr̂1 are extreme points of a convex space of states of a quantum sy
i.e., they cannot be represented in the form of a convex linear combination of any
density matrices.

After the absence of eavesdropping has been established, the remaining undis
portion of the measurements can serve for key generation. UserB can proceed as follows
First, he must choose a decision functionFu

r0 ,r1(x) which fixes his strategy for interpret
ing the measurement results: If a measurement described by the parameteru yields a
resultx, then userB chooses a logical 1 with probabilityFu

r0 ,r1(x) and a logical 0 with

probability 12Fu
r0 ,r1(x). Let pi(x,u) be the probability of obtaining a resultx in a

measurement described by the parameteru under the condition that the stater i was
transmitted. Note that if userA transmits the statesr0 andr1 with equal probability, then
the resultx will be observedp1(x,u)/p0(x,u) times more often in the case when the sta
r1 was transmitted than in the case when the stater0 was transmitted. For this reason,
is natural to choose as the functionFu

r0 ,r1(x) a quantity proportional top1(x,u), i.e.,

Fu
r0 ,r1~x!5

p1~x,u!

p0~x,u!1p1~x,u!
.

To calculate the mutual information of the channel it is necessary to find the proba
P(1,1) that in the case when userA transmits a stater1 userB perceives the measure
result as a logical 1, and the corresponding probabilityP(0,0). It is obvious that

P~1,1!5E duP~u!E dxFu
r0 ,r1~x!p1~x,u!,

P~0,0!5E duP~u!E dx~12Fu
r0 ,r1~x!!p0~x,u!,

where P(u) is the probability that userB chooses a measurement described by
parameteru. It is easily verified thatP(0,0) 5P(1,1), i.e., the channel obtained in th
manner is symmetric. Therefore, introducing the notationq5P(1,1)5P(0,0) ~so that
P(0,1)5P(1,0)512q), we obtain for the desired mutual information

I 511q log2 q1~12q!log2~12q!.

According to Shannon’s theorem,I determines the information that can be transmit
reliably in a single message by means of an appropriate block code.9,10

Let us now consider the possibility of the practical implementation of the cry
system proposed above. Here we can employ the above-mentioned homodyne de
~used in quantum optics! of an electromagnetic field, making it possible to reconstr
completely the density matrix of the field from the results of a set of measurem
parameterized by an angleu representing the phase of the test field.11 In this case it is
possible to construct a quantum cryptosystem on two nonorthogonal states, one of
is the vacuum state of the electromagnetic fieldr̂05u0&^0u and the other is a coheren
state of the field arising at the output of an ideal laser:r̂15ua&^au. To transmit a logical
71 71JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 1, 10 July 1997 S. N. Molotkov and S. S. Nazin
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0 userA does not transmit anything into the communication line and to transmit a log
1 userA transmits the coherent stateua&. The coherent state contains the vacuum co
ponent

ua&5exp~2uau2/2! (
n50

`
an

An!
un&,

so that̂ au0&5exp(2uau2/2)Þ0; the states are increasingly nonorthogonal the smaller
value of a ~the intensity of coherent radiation!. The possibility of reconstructing the
density matrix for vacuum and squeezed states of a radiation field has been demon
experimentally.11 Therefore a quantum cryptosystem employing a vacuum state is
tirely realistic. Moreover, it may even be simpler to implement, since homodyne d
tion does not require the use of interference effects at large distances, as is neces
existing cryptosystems based on long-baseline interferometry~the so-called time division
interferometer12!.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 96-02-19396!.
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Instructions for authors

The journal ‘‘Pis’ma Zh. E´ ksp. Teor. Fiz.’’ publishes short articles which requi
rapid publication and are of general interest for a wide range of physicists. Rapid p
cation is for first observations of new physical phenomena and theoretical works co
ing fundamentally new results.

The complete text should not exceed 20 kB of TeX, allowing 1 kB for each fig
If there are no figures, this is approximately eight or nine double-spaced typew
pages, including the abstract and references. As a rule, tables are not published.

The first page of the manuscript should look like this:

Title

Initials and last names of authors.

Institutional affiliation of the authors (including city and postal code;

it is recommended that the e-mail address of one author be given).

Abstract

PACS: ...

The main text follows after skipping one line.

The last names of foreign authors are written in Russian transcription, but the
nal spelling must be indicated in a footnote. The names of foreign institutions are w
in English.

PACS is the classification scheme of the American Institute of Physics. It is
lished in Pis’ma Zh. E´ ksp. Teor. Fiz.58, Nos. 7 and 9.

We call to the attention of Russian authors the fact that the transliteration o
names from Russian into English is done according to strict rules~see Pis’ma Zh. E´ ksp.
Teor. Fiz.58, No. 8, p. 699!. If for some reason the authors desire a different transc
tion of the last name, they must indicate it on a separate sheet of paper.

Since abstracts are now also disseminated separately from the articles~data bases,
on-line systems, etc.!, the text of the abstract must be self-contained: There should b
citations to the references, the notation should be understandable, and there shoul
abbreviations.

Uppercase letters~with no periods! should be used for the common abbreviatio
and their combinations and each abbreviation should be explained the first time
pears. Footnotes should be numbered sequentially throughout the entire article.

The references should be listed at the end of the article and numbered in the te
example, Ref.@1#. The references are listed in the order in which they appear in the
For journal articles, first the initials and then the last names of the authors, the title o
journal, the number of the volume~underlined!, the page, and the year in parentheses
given. If there are more than four authors, then only the first three are listed. For exa

1. A. B. Ivanov, V. G. Petrov, I. M. Sergeevet al., Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Fiz.92, 290~1990!.
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In the case of books the initials and last names of the authors, the complete title
book, and the year and location of publication are given~if the book is a translation, then
the information for the original must be indicated in parentheses!.

Since no proofreading will be done, the manuscripts must be prepared extre
carefully. When possible, cumbersome notation should be avoided and the compo
of the formulas should be simplified~for example, by using exp!. Russian letters should
not be used in designations and indices. For example,Popt should be used instead o
Popt .

Vectors should be underlined with a thick blue line~overarrows should not be used!.

We request that authors who use computer graphics for preparing the figures a
to the following recommendations: plots should be framed; the scale marks on the
should be directed inwards; the Ariel type font should be used, if possible; the heig
the numbers and in-line letters and numbers on the axes should be 3–4% of the ma
size~height or width! of a figure; units of measurement on the axes should be enclos
parentheses.

Manuscripts with figures should be submitted in two copies, one of which mus
signed by all authors. Gray-scale figures should be submitted in three copies.~Publication
could be accelerated by submitting in addition diskettes with the text in TeX or LaT!
In addition, for countries in the Commonwealth of Independent States the institution
is to appear in the title of the article as the principal institution should be indicated

The exact address with the postal code, the last name, the full first name, an
patronymic and the telephone number at work and at home of the author to w
correspondence should be addressed should be attached to the manuscript.

The editorial office mails out~to Muscovites gives out! reprints of articles~25 copies
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